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This report deals with the econonic situation in one part 
of Germany •. If it nevertheless assuIiles the existehce of a 
homogeneous economic area in the Soviet Zone, it merely follows 
the special requirements of its task~ However, it must be 
remembered that the economic isolation of the Soviet-·occupied 
Zone of ,Germany, is the result of political influences from outside 
which keep a people separated against its will and use all means 
including a forcibly imposed economic system in order to stabilise 
and justify this situ~tion.. Any approach which fail~ to take this 
situation into consideration would inevitably cOIne to wrong 
conclusions when motives and aims of administrative control have to 
be identified from ,among prevailing economic facts. Since these 
conclusions are the only reliable source for an assessment of the 
economic developments in this area~ any study of theecononic 
situation of the Soviet Zone has to proceed from the fact that any 
critical, evaluation of economic circumstances is, more than in the 
case of any other country, inseparable from political developments 
in this artificially constructed economic area. 

2~ The process of diSintegration began with the failure of 
the occupation powers to setup a joint adoinistration in post-war 
Germany after the outbreak of the East-West conflict, and has since 
led to thealDost complete disruption of the unity of life of the 
Gernan people. That part of Ge~many which had fallen in the hands 
of the Soviet occupation power was considered and treated as war 
booty in the proper sense of the word@ While in the Western part 
of Gernany a state based on constitutional and democratic 
principles was organized as the result of a free decision of the 
German people? apolitical -regina whose task it was and still is 
to fulfil ,the political ains oithe Soviet occupation power, was 
forced on thepopula tion . of Central Gernany. '.' '. 

. . 

3. At first, Soviet policy on Gernany was based on the 
expectation that the consolidation of' the Oomnunist regime in the 
Soviet-occupied Zone wouldbecOl:le the bridgehead for the spreading 
of Conmunist influence allover Gernany@ It was for this reason 
that Soviet politicians themselves were eloquent advocates of 
Ger,man un~ ty dur~ng ,th~ first post-war years. Only- when it turned' 
out that ~t was ~mposs~ble to reach the maximun Soviet goal - the 
control of the whole of Germany - Soviet policy concentrated its 
eff'?rts on firmly integrating their zone of occupation into the 
Sov~et Bloc. At the same tine began the artificial isolation of 
Central Germany, a developnent which culninated in the erection of 
t~e, Berlin Wall and of barbed-wire fences and ~inefields along the 
l2ne of deoarc~ti?n •. Sioultaneously? the CODDunist regime pursued 
th~ brutal Sovlet~zat~on of Central Gernany in all spheres of life, 
This process, which is still continuing, did not spare the 
'traditional econonic structures@ 

-5- NATO RESTRI(J~:Q 
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4. From the beginning~ the econonic planning of the Comn~ist 
Authorities in the Soviet Zone has been guided by two rules contrary 
to all economic principles which are at the sane time Dotive and. 
yardstick of all efforts of the regine in the econoLlic fielcl. 

5~ First there is the ideologically motivated demand for a 
consistent reorganization of the entire social structure and its 
economic foundations according to COl~unist principleso The extent 
to which the Soviet Zone subordinates economic considerations to 
ideological purposes is illustrated byagriculture~ where the 
privately-owned land of the peasants was forced into collective 
in a move to ".build up socialismY without regard to economic . 
considerations * 

6. Apart from this ideologically notivated interference in 
the economic structure~· there is the growing econonic strain 
resulting from the political am.bi tions of the- regime 8 They are the 
resul t of the efforts made by the' Cor:1TImnist Authorities to satisfy~' 
on the one hand, the Dassi ve . c1el:1ands of the Soviet occupation power 
and~ on the other hand~ to use econonic achievements as a means to 
justify their claiD for international recognition as an independent 
stateB 'These are the principal Dotives behind the unusually hig~ 
coromi tments ofl the Soviet Zone "vi thin COMECON? as well as for the 
high expenditure for the propagation of its political aims on the 
international scene which is out of proportion if compared with ,the 
standard of living of the population~ . 

7. Ideological penetration and the fulfiloent of poli tic'al 
aims are the principal a.spirations of the regime which have to be 

. satisfied by the Soviet-·zonal economy and are the decisive factors 
for its development. Thus? theeconoIilY becooes an instrument of 
power politics and a means of exploitation 6f the population by . 
a regime which owes its existence to a foreign occupation power; 
and can fulfil its natuI'al purpose of satisfying the needs of the 
population only to a limited extent.. The uneconoTilic corruni tments 
imposed oni t are contrary to the vital needs of the population., 
Any economic success appears probleLlatic in these circumstances. 

NATO. RESTRICTED -6-
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CHAPTER I: THE ECONOMY 

A., Population and Natural Resources 

(a) Population 

NATO RESTRICTED 
AC/89-WP/148 

'8.. The' Soviet-occupied Zone of Germany and the Soviet Sector 
of Berlin' (hereinafter referred to as USovietZone ii or ilSZ it or -
a:s far as his'toricaY or, geographical factors are concerned ..;. 
ilCentral Germany!l) cover an- area"oi' ,108,2'99 sq .. km." The density 
of popul'ation at the end of 1963 was 159 per sq .. km .. 

9 .. ' As a result of migration or flight to the Federal Re'public 
ot Germany, the population decreased from 18,360 million in 1950 to 
l7,l8lmillion in 1963 (7.,8 million men and 9.4 million women)., In 
relation to the total population of both German economicarea~, the 
share of, the population of Central, Germany decreaseci dur,ing this 
period from 26 .. 5 per cent to 22~9 'per cerit~ Since it was especially 
the younger people who emigrated," the age pyramid deteriorated even 
mo're: the share of people in the age groups between 15 and below 
65, decreased from 67% to 62%(1)., Flight became virtually impossible 
after'the ere'ction of the Wall in Berlin on 13th August, 1961 and 
the strict control measures taken by the Soviet-zonal regime along 
the demarcation line.. The unfavourable age pyramid of'the 
population will continue to affect the age structure in Central 
(7ermany~ , Statistical forecasts estimate that the population will 

", 'increase' slightly until 1980 while the available labour force will 
slightly decrease (see also paragraphs 65 and 66 below)@ 

(b) Natural Resources 

10. Central Germany has rich deposits in brown coal (25,000 
million tons),' potash (10 ~ 000 mil'lion tons) ~ mineral salt (5,000 
million tons), limestone (no data available) and'uranium ore, the 
latter; ,however, having been heavily exploited by the Soviet Union 
after the war.. Central Germany has the largest nickel ore deposits 
in Central Europe which can be extracted by opencast mining under 
favourable conditions., Copper deposits are 80 million tons, while 
output in 1963 was 1866 million tons, and the present yield amounts 
to 15,,23 kg. of copper per ton of ore .. 

ll.. According to data of 1955, reliable estimates put Central 
G~rmany's lead 'ore deposits at 15,000 tons Pb and estimated further 
reserves at 50,000 tons Pb .. ,However, neither Central Germany's 
lead nor its zinc and tin requirements can be entir'ely covered 
from domestic sources. Central Germany has little iron ore (1963 
output~ 1&7 million tons), hard coal (1963 output~ 2~5 million tons) 
and hydraulic power (1963 power generation: 547 million kWh®)e ' 
Timber and railway sleepers have to be imported on a large scale 
(1963 imports: 1.2 million cu.me). 

(1) See Table Ie 
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B .. _G...;;e,;;;n_e_r_a_l~A..;..c_h_:,_ie ... v.;...;;.em .... e ... n_t_s __ an ...... d;;......oP_r_o .... s_p .... '_e_c ..... t_s_----..G~ 

(a) General Remarks 

12.. The national accounting as accomplished in the Soviet 
Zone comprises the sum of all material goods and IIproductive ll 

services produced in a given period of time, thus,considerably 
departing from customary Western methods. The gross value of these 
goods' and services is calleq. "G.rgss ?ocial Product H or llGross 
Productil~ It is the sum of the gross production value of all , 
enterprises (1). ,taking part, in the process of producing. goods, ,i ® e" 
essentially the following branches: industry, construction, crafts 
(without services), agriculture and forestry, transport, trade, 
printing and publishing,waterworks as well as design and planning 
offices. Services are not included in the social product except 
for those which are contained in the gross production figures,as 
preparatory services for the production of material goods, neither 
are the gross production figures of uranium'ore mining and armament 
factories which are omitted from all official Soviet-zonal statistics. 

13. The evaluation of the "Gross Social Productil is based'on 
the sales prices of the,year in question including indirect taxes 
but excluding subsidies'" 

14.. The result obtained after deducting the consumption of 
materials and amortieiation from the "Gross Social Product" is called 
lINational Income!' or iiNet Material Product il

" 

15. The main difference between the "Gross Social Product ll 

and the Gross National Product in the meaning of the lISystem of 

.. 

National, Accounts" of the OECD based on market prices is that the former 
also includes the COllsUI!lption of materials while linon-producti ve 11 

services are excluded .. 

16. The essential difference between the Net 1Ia.teric..l Product 
and ,the Western Net National Product based on markeiiprices is - . 
that certain services - apartfro!'_~ those mentioned above - <are not 
included" 

(b) Total value 

17.. The First Seven-Year Plan for the period 1959 to 1965 was 
officially abandoned atthe·beginning of 1963 because of.serious 
economic difficulties which manifested themselves in 1961/62 .. - It 
will be replaced by a Second Seven-Year Plan covering the period 
up to 1970 which is at present being \vClrl~ed out in detail@ Statenents 
made so :far on its presumed contents are :for the time being only of 
limited value .. 

(1) When calculating the turnovers of trade and of IIproductive" 
cra:fts, only the trade margin is'taken into consideration. 

NATO RESTRICTED -8-
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18,. According to the First Seven-Year Plan p iiNet Material 
Product II (for domestic use) was to grow from TIM. 63,000 million in 
1958 to TIM. 100,000 million in 1965, i.e. by 58% .. ' However" only 
TIM. 77,000 million wera attained in 1963, an actual increase of a 
little over 20%. 

198 When estimated according to'the' "System of National 
Accounts If , the Gross National Product increased during the same 
period from approximately DM.~80,000-million to approximately' 
TIM .. 101,000 million, i"e. by almost 26%; The following figures 
which are based on provisional calculatioris and estimates show 
the development of the annual GNP from 1958 to 1963: 

~1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
nM~ 1,000 million '80 88 92 96 98 101 

(c) Composition of GNP by sources of origin(l) 

20.. Industry, the predominant branch of the economy, increased 
its contribution to GNP by 32%, from DM. 41,900 million in 195,8 
to DM. 55,500 million in 19630 Although its share in GNP increased 
from 52~1% to 54.8%; it fell short of the planned targets by a 
large margin,. 

21. TheliGovernmental ll contribution grew during the same 
period from TIM .. 7,740 million to DM .. ll,200 million, increasing its 
share from 9 .. 6% to 1101%. This 45% growth exceeded tlJ.e rate of 
all otherl branches and can be explained primarily by the considerable 
augmentation of the number of public employees .. 

22.. The contribution of construction grew from DM .. 3,740 
million to DM. 4,900 million in 1962, then decreased to DM. 4;800 
million, so that its share in GNP grew only slightly from 4 .. 6% to 
4.7% compared with 1958. 

23~ ,The contribution of agriculture fluctuated between 
DM. 8,500 million in 1958 and DM.9,200 million 'in 1963; its share 
in GNP decreased from 10@6% to 9$1%. The contributions of trade 
and transport also decreased in 1963, repres,enting 5 .. 1% and 4 .. 3% 
respectively .. 

(d) Per Capita Breakdovm of GNP 

24.. According to the provisional and unofficial calculations 
of the German Institute for Economic Research'in West Berlin for 
the time up to 1961 and estimates on this basis for 1962 and ,1963, 
the per capita GNP in 1963 was DM. 5,897, of which DM. 3,410, i .. e .. 
57.8%, were used for private consumption and DM. 1~225 or 20~8% 
for public consumption.. Gross: fixed investments per capita were 
DM. 1,040, i ~ e ~ '17 .. 6% of the GNP, ,while the per capita share of 
inventory investments was DM .. l17 or 2% of GNP. The residual 

(1) See Table 28 
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represents the external. contribution amounting ,to DM., 105 per 
capita or 1.8% of GNP~ In the years since 1958, the external 
contribution was negative or at least very low. The high surplus 
for 1963 was probably due to the repayment of _~oviet credits 
through additional deliveries of investment goods. 

(e) Rate of growth and tar;gets 

25~ The rate of growth of GNP in the first year of the First 
Seven-Year Plan (1959) was 9.4%.- "'In the second year, it dropped 
to 570@ ~It dwindled further to 2~370 in 1962 and 3% in 1963. The 
average arin~al rate of growth from 1959 to 1963 was 4 .. 7%. 

-

26@ The average ru2nual rate of growth of Net Material Product 
in the period of 1959 to 1963 was 4*1% according to official' 
statistics, while 'the annual target for the First Seven-Year Plan 
period was 607%. The real rate of growth was probably even lower. 
The Second Seven-Y~ar P1an provides for a 35% increase of Net 
Material PrOduct to DM. 104,000 million in 1970, representing an 
average annual rate of growth of 4.4%.. If this target is "reached, 
Net Material Product would only be 4% higher in 1970 than the 
target originally, set for 1965.. ' 

(f) , E'ospectl:~ 

27.. The targets of' the Second Seven-Year Plan appear more 
realistic than those of the First. From the very beginning, a 
lower 'rate ,of growth of Gross Social Product is expec-ced,which, 
means that future planning targets will stand a better chance to 
be fulfilled than before. 

28" The growth of Net Material Product will largely depend 
on the development of industry, and this will again depend on the 
increase of labour productivity_ It is planned that the "latter 
should increase until 1970 by 65%, i.e. 5% more than,industrial 
production, since the number, Cif personnel employed in industry will 
decrease.. The, increase of labour productivity to the desired extent 
will require not only a full'execution of the capital investment ' 
plan, but also the, pract:ical application of these investments as' 
provided for in the plan.. For' this, it is not only necessary to 
increase the investment quota to 25% of Net Material Product until 
1970, but also to expand Net Material Product by 35% as envisaged 
by the plan., In ,the ,firBt three quarters of 1964, the rate of 
growth of Net Material Produc:t was 5%... According to available 
information, gross fixed investme!,lts will probably not grow by more 
than 6%. However, these rates of growth were favoured by the fact 
that the severe frost of the preceding year had caused a considerable 
fall in production .. ' Retai1trade turnover, the largest component of 
the share of consumption in the GNP ,. was 3.5% higher, in the ~irst " 
ten months of 1964 than i.n the year before ~ In this connection it 
must be taken into consideration, however, that retail trade. turnover 
stagnated in 1962 and 19630 For the reasons mentioned 'above, total 
developments have somewhat improved in 19648 Whether this is a sign 
of general improvement beyond the overcoming of the crisis of 1961 
and 1962 remains to be seen. 

NATO @STRICTED -10-
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C. Industry and construction 

: (a) General Remarks -
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29.. Central Germany has always been a highly industrialised 
area. The pre-war density of ~ts industry was even higher.thari· 
Western Germany'sB The insufficient mineral resources did not 
hamper industrial developments ·but they had a strong influence on 
the industrial structure.. Central Germany has always'had a· high 

. share of so..:.called lIgrowing industries"s Already before the First 
World War, the chemical industry was expanded on the basis of 
lignite. The 1939 per capita value of net industrial production 
;i.rl ,Oentral Germany (w.ithout East Berlin) was. RM.. 725, in West 
Germany (without West Berlin) HMo 6090 Only. in Berlin itself were 
the comparable figures highers 

30@ The division of Germany deprived Central Germany of the 
advantages resulting from the economic links wi th West Ger11}.any ... 
The official Soviet-zonal production index puts industrial. 
production in 19,63 at 380 compared with 1936" Based on this 

·pr.oduction index, the Soviet Zone claims that the volume of itS. 
industrial production will reach the pre-war volume 'of the former 
German Reich at the end of 1964 $ However, the Soviet-zonal' .' 
production index is based on gross production figures' comprising. 
elements of double counting which are increasing the more' diversified' 
production becomes" and thus raise the index artificially .. Moreover, 
waste products and goods which the population does not want to buy 
are also included in these production figures .. ' Arealist±c .. 
calculation for 1963 shows that the 1936 industrial volume has' 'only 

. doubled(l).. Because of double counting the breakdown, of ·gross. 
production figures according to industrial branches does not give
a correct picture of the structure of industry in the Soviet Zone. 
However, to calculate the structure of industry by'applying.the 
;shares of. the different branches as given in the statistics'for 
net production values to the total value of the gross industrial 
product at domestic transfer prices would lead to even greater . 
statistical distortions because varying tax rates are being applied 

.. to industrial goods under a special "Production, Service and. Trade 
Levies Scheme" (PDHA) ranging from low rates - even including 
subsidies - for basic products to high rates for consumer goods. 

(b) Share of Important Branches in total· Production(2) 

31* Gross industrial production based on fixed 'planning prices 
increased from DM. 57,000 million in 1958 to DMo 81,500 million in 
1963, i .. e .. by 42%. The structure of industrial production has 
continued to change" While the share of the metal-pro,cessing 

'branches has risen, the share of the consumer goods industries has 
declined .. The falling share o'f the mining industry is due to the 
low rate of growth in coal mining .. 

(1) See Table 3 .. 
(2) See Table 4$ 
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32$ The share of investment gOdds (metal-processing industry) 
has a dominating place in the Soviet Zone: 36% of the gross, ' 
industrial production value .. ,By neglecting the development of the 
consumer goods industries, the Soviet-zonal regime has emphasised 
the basic productse ~~he chemical industry occupies first place 
among the industrial l)ranches, repr:esenting 16% of the gross 
production value, whereas the share of all branches of the light 
industry taken together was only 21%-and that of· the food industry 
only 13'% of the gross production value.. ' . '., ' 

. Cc), ,Physicc~utput per capita production and rates of_ 
growth 

33 .. ,' The' following approximate data show the output of 
industrial goods in 1963: 254 million tons of crude lignite,' 
47 9 500 1Ilillion kWh of electricity, 2 .. 15 million tons' of crude iron, 
3~6 million tons of crude steel, 2.8 million tons of hot-rolled 
steel, 750,000 tons of~ sulphuric acid" 340,000 tons of nitrogen 
fertiliser, 196,000 tons of phosphor fertiliser, 1 .. 32 million ,tons 
of petrol, 1.,75 million tons of diesel fuel, 5s46 million tons of 
cement, -84,000 passenger cars, 10,000 lorries, 245,000 household 
refrigerators, 256,000 electrical washing machines, 580,000 tele
vision sets, 275,000 tons of yarn,.618,000 tons of fabrics, 27eB' 

. million pair of leather shoes, 590,000 tons of paper.. ' 

34 .. ' The per capi,ta share of these products is: 14*8 tons Of 
crude lignite, 2,766 kWh of electrical energy, 125 kg .. of crud,e 
iron, 211 kg" of crude steel, 164 kg .. of hot-rolled steel, 1988 kg .. 
N of sulphuric acid, 11 .. 4 kg .. of phosphor fertiliser P20

5
, 77,kgs 

of petrol,102 kg" of diesel fuel, 318 kg .. of cement,' , 
16 kg. of yarn, 36 sqrom .. of fabrics, 1@6 pair of le8:ther shoes" 
'34 .. 4 kg.; of paper.. Industrial production per 1,000 'inhabitants was: 
4 .. 9 passenger cars, 0.,6 lorries, 14 .. 3 household refrigerators, 
14 .. 9 electrical washing machines, 34 television sets.. ' 

35.. Developments in the various fields of industrial production 
vary greatly: falling rates of growth for important basic products 
such as lignite,rolled steel, cement and - at least until 196i -
crude iron and steel; little improvement or negative rates of 
growth in the yarn and fabrics sector; high rates of growth for 
household refrigerators, electrical washing machines and television 
sets. So far only every fifth household has .a.refrigerator up to 
now, whereas the ample supply of television sets is in line with 
the propagandistic intentions of the'regime" 

36.. The overall rate of growth has decli,ned conSiderably, from 
12 .. 4% in 1959 to'4,,1%in 1963 .. The falling tendency of the 
expansion rate is due primarily to the slow implementation o,f 
investment programmes and the declining efficiency of the invested 
capital.. . 
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(d) Difficulties and Planning Deficits 

(i) Basic Products 

NATO RESTRICTED 
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. 37 .. Output of basic products (including the power and·gas. 
industries) was to rise by 90% during the First Seven-Year Plan, 

. i8e .. at an annual average rate of ·906%.. However, the rates· of , 
growth declined continuously from 10% in 1959 to 406%.in 1963, thus 
reaching only 43% of the plariried~gr-owt:n "'of basic products in the 
fifth year of the Seven-Year Plan8 This was chiefly due to the 
fact that investments were behind schedule and that the inadequate 
investment funds were scattered over too many projects. Another 
reason was the attempt started in 1961 to Uprotect the ,economy , 
against Western interference", i .. eo to make it independent from 
West German deliveries by changing - above ,all - the structure Of 
production of basic products which were always in short supply in 
Central Germany" 

(ii) Jnvestment goods 

38@ The gross production of investment goods (metal-processing 
industry) was to be increased by 118% according to the First Seven
Year Plan; the increase in the electrotechnical industry was to be 
166%, in mechanical engineering 148% and in heavy engineering 110%s 
During the·first five years, only 53% of the planned ,increase was 
attained in the metal-processing industry, 48% in the electro
technical industry, 59% in general engineering and only 47% in 
heavy engineering~ 

39.. Some other important products mentioned in the Seven-Year 
Plan fell even more behind schedule than gross production in the 
industrial branches listed in the preceding paragraphs Only 38%' , 
of the planned increase of steel constructions, 33% of engineering 
products' for the light industry, .29% of the machinery and equipment 
for the food industry, 28% of ball bearings, 17% of malleable iron 
and 13% of cast iron were reached in 1963. 

(iii) Light Industry , 

406 According to the targets of the First Seven-Year Plan, . 
the so-called light industry (textiles,clothing, leather and shoes, 
glass and ceramics, wooden and cultural goods, pulp and paper, ; 
polygraphic industry) was to grow by 84%. It was planned that 
already by 1961, per capita consumption of the most important 
:foodstuffs and consumer goods should reach and even surpass that of 
the Federal Republic.. Hovvever, this so-called primary e'conomic 
task has not been fulfilled by a longwaye When the lIprofile of 
the economyll was' changed in 1962, the consumer goods branches of 
the industry were again' neglected in favour of the basic products 
and investment goods branches .. For this reason there was even a 
certain~ although small, falling-o:ff in light industry production, 
while in the clothing industry it was even 9%. 
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41$ In view of the important investment programme of which 
40% was to consis't in eonstruction, the First Seven-Year Plan , 
provided that construction should double, i .. eo toial construction 
investments in 1965 were to exceed those of 1958 by DM. -6,000 
million. A 150% increase was planned for industrial and underground 
constructions, but only,an 80% increase in house-building.. This 
increase was to be reached by,doubling labour productivity, 
especially by using new methods~of'i:hdustrlal construction. 

42.. However', 196~) construction figures were only DM* 2,400 
million higher than those of 1958, e .. g .. about 40% of the total inorease 
set by the Seven~Year l?lan. Wi thin the building industry, , 
production increased'by 73% in industrial construction,- by 65% in 
underground construction, and only by'28% in house-building.. The 
main reasons -for this unfavourable devel-opment were the scarcity 
of building materials, especially' steel, cement and ,concrete , 
products, as well as the fact that prefabrication methods could 
not be applied as much as planned~ , 

(e) Future l?lan Targets and' Prospects 

438 The averag'e annual rate of growth of industrial 
production (excluding construction) is to attain 7% during the 
Second Seven-Year Plan (1964-1970)G This is a more prudent estimate 
of the industrial potential compared with the growth rate of 9@4% 
provided for in the First Seven-Year Plan whereas only 708% could 
be reached' during the first five years. However, the fact that, 
industrial production during the first ten months ,of 1964 increased 
by only 5% over the rather low results of 1963 which had suffer,ed 
losses from the extremely cold weather, seems to foreshadow more 
difficulties for the future fulfilment of the plano 

44. A critical bottleneck still exists in the supply'of 
power, although 40% of industrial investments .go to the energy, 
industry. This si tuati,on is not likely to improve considerably 
during the coming years, though increasing oil imports from the 
Soviet Union via the new pipeline to Schwedt (Oder) might be of 
some help.. The installation' of 'atomic power plants still requi1res 
considerable time", Thecritical\energy situation will therefore 
continue to hamper industrial growth .. 

(i) Basic Products 

45~ The Second Seven-Year PIa!), provides for an average rate 
of, growtl:), of 7 .. 1% until 1970, whereas the target of the First -, 
Seven-Year Plan had, been at 9@6%.The low target of 6.,4% for 1,964 
and recent publications on the planned development of certain 
production branches permit the conclusion that the provisional , 
targets for the planning period until'1970 for basic products will 
be further reduced. ' ' 
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(ii) Investment Goods 
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.. ' 46 ® The new Seven-Year Plan for the. gross pr9duc~+onof 
investment goods provides for an annual growth rate of ;'9· .. 4%, or a 
total, growth of 87 .. 5%.. As before, the electrotechnical: ).ndustry 
is to grow faster than any other branch, i ... e. by 12 ... 3%.annmilly.,. 

.While these targets are below those of the First Seven-~earPlan, 
they are above the average rates actually attained in·recent years .. 
Their fulfilment appears therefore unlikely.. The 1964 tqrget of 
only 8% for the investment 'good's" industry and of 7.8% for· the 
electrotechnicalindust.ry seem to support this assessment. ... · 

. . .~ 

47.. Gross production of E?lectronics equipment is t~:~ increase 
by no .less than 360% between 1963 and 1970, while the outipht .. of . 
semi-,conductor construction elements is to increase si.x.fo'lQ.®, Since 
the present level of activity in this branch is very 16w,~.:relatively 
high production increases are possible.. However~ the quality of. 
this'equipment is nlUch inferior to that of Western industl?:Jt'alised 
countries, and it would seem that this gap in quality will~·;.rather 
widen than be reduced® . 

(iii) Light Industry 

48. The Second Seven-Year Plan provides for an· averag,:e annual 
rate of growth of only 3% for light industry.. Consequently.,,· output 
in 1970 will be'much lower than that envisaged already. for a965 in 
the First Seven-Year Plan.. The great exception is th.eglas~, and 
cera.mics industry with a planned average annual growth rate .: of . 
12 .. 5% .. It owes this preferential treatment to itsposition~as an 
important supplier of such privileged branches· as mechanica~·. 
engineering and car building, the electrotechnical industry. and 
construction.. Moreover, its production is primarily based on,· 
domestic raw materials, while its consumer-oriented· branches 
tradit~onally find a good export market .. 

(iv) ,·Oonstruction 

49.. The planned total construction value for the period from 
1964 to 1970 is DM. 75,000 million .. Calculated on the basis of an 
assumed linear. growth of production, the annual production increase 
in the building industry until 1970 will be about 150% of the 
1963 figure .. 

D. Agricul ture 

(a) General Remarks 

50.. The Communist agricultural policy, especially the breaking 
up of large holdings (Uland reform") in the immediate post-war 

- years ,_ and later the expulsion of farmers and compulsory. . 
collectivisation, has radically changed the structure of agrlculture 
and land ownership.. While 94~3% of ·the wnole agricultural area -
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which is at the moment 6@4 million hectares -were :;;till cultivated 
by private farmer& in 1950 and as much as 51.8% in 1959, little 
more than 7% were)?rivately owned after co11ectiyisation was 
completed in 1960/61 and only 684% in 1963. 85.6% of the usable· 
agricultural ?rea are .in the hands of 17,000 agricultural and 
horticultural production co-operatives with about one million. '.' 
members. 8% are administered by public authorities and are mostly 
called i'people-owned farms 11 (1).. . . . . . 

(b) Agricul tura;}:>Pr.odluc:tfu'0'nf2 ) 
51& The ideologieal aspects of the agrarean reforms.- the 

radicalclic..ngo of' ovmership and operating nethods. were so iLlportant 
for the r~gille tl1..at it did not hesitatG to put up. with considerable 
losses in agricultural production. . 

. . . . 

52 e The yields of the most important field crops show a .'. 
considerable fluctuation during 1959/1963, which was partly due to 
th~ completion of forced collectivisation during this period,but 
also to changes in exploitation methods and. greatly varying weather 
conditions@ In 1963, 12$9 million tons of potatoes, 6 s 2 million 
tons of sugar beet, 5.5 million tons of grain, 138,0(0 tons of 
oilseeds and 33,500 tons of legumes were produce'a'.. The resulting 
p,er capita production is 751 kg. of pota"toes, 360 kg ~ of sugar 
beet, 322 kg. of grain and 8 kg. of oilseeds 

'53. The development and production of livestock also varied 
in the years from 1959 to 1963. Total stocks in .1963 were. about. 
341,000 horses, 4.6 million head of cattle including 2.1 million: 
cows, 9.3 million pigs, 1.9 million sheep and 39.6 million fowl 
including 22~4 million laying hens~ Animal density per 100 
inhabitants during the same year was~ 2 horses, 27 head of cattle 
including 12. cows, 54 Jligs, ,II sheep and 231 fowl including 131 
laying ·hens. Post-war livestock has increased much more in the 
Soviet Zone than in the Federal Republic, the main reason being 
the scarcity of foreign currency for imports of animal products® 
Compared with pre-war :figures (1935/38), the,·total stocks of 
domestic animals in the Soviet Zone in 1963 increased by 10% while 
in the Federal Republic they declined by 8%. From an economic 
point o.f View, however~, this increase in an:i;mal stocks seems to 
be of little value sinee Soviet-zonal production o~ both. natural 
and chemical fodder :is insufficient. . . . 

54. As far as ~tt production in 1963 is concerned, the 
average live weight per head of cattle was 318 kg. in the Soviet 
Zone end thus only 63% of the equivalent figure in the Federal 
Republic. The ratio 01: annual slaughter to the average pig stocks 
amounted to an average of 84.1% in 1961/63 and was thus far below 
the ratio of 136% in the Federal Republic. 

(1) See Tables 5 and 68 
(~) See Tables 7 to 9$ 
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55~ ,The average 1959/63 milk production calculated in 
Soviet-zonal statistics according to a standard fat content of 
3.5%, was approximately 5®84 million tons. Average milk production 
per cow in 1963 was about 71.3% of the production in the Federal' 
Republic 8 -

(c) Rates of growth 

56e The rates of growth or decrease of the most important 
crops and livestocks during-·the- 'p'e-riodof"-1959-1963 vary a great 
deal'so that it is impossible to deduce any general trend from 
official Soviet-zonal documents. 

(d) Yields(l) 

57.. The average grain yields (in 100 kg./hectare) retained 
their_ average of about· 25 per ha without fluctuating much in the 
ye0rs 1959 to 1963; in the case of oilseeds, they declined from 
about· 14 ha in 1959-62 to 11 ha in 1963, while legumes increased 
in 1962 to 15 ha, -- potatoes to 17 $ 9 ha and sugar beets to 266 ha 
in 19638 In 1963., 172,600 kg. of potatoes, 24,700 kg .. of grain 
(all types), 11,600 kg .. of legumes and 11,200 kg. of oilseedswere 
produced p~r hectare of arable land .. Since the methods ,of 
calculating yields as applied in the Soviet Zone are d-ifferent, 
fr.om those used in Western countries, Soviet-zonal statistical 
data require adjustment when compared with pre-war data,or 
comparative data in the Federal Republic.' After this-adjustment, 
the relative yields in the Soviet Zone, averaged over the six-year 
period from 1956 to 1961, show the following percentage in 
comparison with corresponding yields in the Federal Republic: 
grain 77%-, potatoes. 70% and sugar beets 66%(2). 

(e) _ Agricultural Equipment' in Operation - Fertiliser' 
Oonsumption(3) 

58. The number of tractors, combines as well as potato 
and beet harvesters has considerably risen in the years 1960 to 
19638 Tractive power expressed in tractor HP increased during 
this period from'80,000 to 139,000. In relation to the total 
usable agricultural area, however, the Soviet Zone only:q.as one 
third, and in'relation to the available arable land only one 
fourth of the tractors in operation in the Federal Republic. 

59. Supplies of mineral fertilisers to farms do not meet 
the requirements of intensive agricultural production. In the 
crop year'of 1962/63, the amount of fertiliser-per hectare of 
usable areaw~s 42 kg .. of nitrogen, 222 kg. of phosphoriC aCid, 
525 kg .. of potash and 884 kg. ofliine. While the nitrogen 
produced in the Soviet Zone would -just be sufficient to meet 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

See Table 10 .. 
The methods of calculating yields were apparently changed in 
1962. Details are not knowna 
See Tables 11 and 128 
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domestic requirements, 3;0% are exported for commercial policy 
reasons. A relatively large part of the usable area suffers 
from a deficiency of phosphoric acido Although a more adequate 
supply of potash is available, the nutritional capacity of the 
soil is inadequate owing to the insufficient nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid supply.. The lime content of the soil is no·t 
satisfactorYD 

(f) Fu~ur,e_l'~b,an ,.~~~t_s._and...D:0specE. 

600 . The reasons for' the uns'at1~:rfa6t6ry development of 
agricultural.production cannot only be explained by the insufficient 
supplies'ofall means of production but primarily· by the continuous 
interference of the central planning agencies, the faulty 
organization of work, tIle labour constitution imported from' the 
Soviet Union and the economically unsound remuneration system in 
the production co-'operatives which does not give its members 'any 
incentive to improve their performance.. Although the plan targets 
provided for in the· Second Seven-Year Plan (1964-1970) are mOre . 
moderate than those of the First Seven-Year Plan (1959~1965)s even· 
even these targets wil~ probably not be fulfilled, especi'ally in 
animal production. Sinee it cannot· be expected that the ., 
deficiencies mentioned above will be corrected in.a foreseeable 
future, agricultural production will continue to cause considerable 
difficulties for the Soviet Zone. 

Eo Labour, Productivity and EmploYment(i) 

(a) General Hemarks .. 
618 During the period 1958':"'1963 the number of persons 

gainfully ~mploye~ (excluding apprentices) remained almost constant 
at around 8.2 million. However, the structure changed ,somewhat 
due to the great 'increase in the nUmber. of persons' employed 
outside industry proper, and to the cO'nsiderable decline in the 
number of agricultural workers& 

62D The declining figure of male workers was balanced by the 
activation 'of female labour reserves. According to official 
statistics, the percentage of vy-orking women in the total labour 
force increased from 4389% in· 195'8 to 46,,0% in 1963.. Iri the age' 
groups between 15 and 60 years,' 69% of the women are'gainfully 
employed in Central Germany, .compared with 54% in the Federal 
Republics 

63. As far as the distribution of the labour force over the 
three great economic sectors "agriculture and forestry ll, "industrial 
production II, II trade <j transport and services II .is concerned'J the 
picture in Central Germ.any 'corresponds to that found elsewhere as 
the result of increasing industrialisation~ a decline in the first 
sector, a continuous increase in the third~ 

(1) See Table 13. 
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(b) Productivity 
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64@ According to official statistics, the performance per 
working hour (= productivity) of a worker in industry was 45% 
higher in 1963 than in 1958. However, productivity calculations 
have been based on industrial gross production figures, and it is 
beyond question that these are exaggerating actual performance 
(see paragraph 30 above); thus, 'tne average gross production , 
figure of workers per hour is excessi VG, and the progress in', ' 
producti vi ty appears higher" than" iX",r,eally. is. Per capita 
productivity in the Soviet-zonal 'industry is estimated to be " 
about 20 to 25% lower than in the Federal Republic. The difference 
ise.ven greater in agriculture. The average productivity rate of 
the 'entire 'economy is estimated to,be at least 25% behind the' 
Federal Republic. 

(c) Prospects 

65 .. According to preliminary calculations, it- is' estimated 
that the' population of the Soviet Zone will grow from 17 .. 2 million 

, in 1963 to 17 ®4mi1lion in 1970 and to 17.7 million in 1980 .. " " 
:Taking Soviet-zonal regulations into consideration (10 years of 
compulsory school atte,ndance and the pensionability of women: of 
60 years of age), it results that the labour force will decrease. 

,by .a,bout 3% until 1970 and then grow again; by 1979 it will ' 
slightly exceed the 1961 figure.. However, the surplus of women 
in the working age groups will disappear, 'so that the relation 
between the number of men and women of working age will be normal 
by 1980$ Female labour reserves are already l1-0w, nearly exhausted .. 
The, female labour quota is therefore not likely to rise much 
hi'gher. 

66.:' The Second Seven-Year Plan (1964 to 1970) provides for a 
65% increase in industrial productivity, whereas a60%'increase is 
planned for industrial production. Thip: means tha,t the increase 
in industrial production is to be attained with a reduced labour 
force.. Whether the necessary conditions with respect to the 
availability of materials, finance, personnel, as well as the 
organizational and technical conditions can be met remains dOl.l.btful .. 

Fe Investments (1) 

67 .. , Gross investments (fixed investments and stocks) in the 
Soviet Zone grew from DM~ '16,600 million in 1958 to about 
DM. 20,000 million annually in 1962 and 1963. The share or 
investments in the estimated GNP fluctuated duri'ng this period 
between 18 and 21%, which mainly reflects the great differences in 
stocks.. Since stocks in the Soviet Zone ~e hardly ever in 
accordance with the plan and consist of unplanned materials at all 
production levels, the share of gross fixed investments in the 
gross national product is a better yardstick for Soviet-zonal 
investments. During the last six years this share fluctuated 
between 16 and 18%~ 

(1) See Tables 14 to 168 
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68$ A breakdown of investments by the various economic. 
sectors is only possible for the so-calledi'investments for the 
preservati·on. and extension of government c.api tal funds if (gross 
fixed investments in the ilgovernmental II sector without certain .. 
replacement' investments) which are mentioned in Soviet-zonal 
statistics$ The share of industry including the building industry 
in these ,investments increased from 54.9% in 1958. to 60% in 1963* 
Agriculture, forestry and the' water economy received 8%, transport, 
posts and telecommunications 13% and the other sectors 19% in 1963. 
Between 1958 and 1963,'-inves'tments:±n"the nationalised indust"ries 
increased by more than 50%, i.e .. from DM. 4,900 million to 
DM~ 7,700 million®. ~rhe share of the mining and energy industries 
in the investments i:3 strikingly high; however, this share had· . 
declined between 1958 and 1963 from 30 to 23% in the mining 
industry'and from 18 to 16% in the energy industry. While the 
increases in investment in these two sectors thus remained below 
average, it was far higher than average in the chemical and 
metallurgical industries" Investments in the chemical industry 
increased during the same period from DM. 638 million to DM .. 1,452 
million, i .. e. an increase from 13 to 19%; investments in metallurgy 
incre~sed even by more than two and a half, reachingDM" 645 million 
in 1963, or 8 .. 4%'" The share of the other industrial branches '.' 
changed little: in hE~avy machinery it increased from 3. Oto 3 .. 4%, 
in the electrotechnical industry from 2.7 to 3.9% and in the glass 
and ceramic industry from 1$3 to 1 .. 5%. The industrial branches '. 
not mentioned in Table '16 absorbed a share of 27% in 1958 and of. 
24% in 1963. 

69. The share of imported machinery and equipment in the 
the total .sum of groBs fixed investments cannot be obtained from 
the statistics. A breakdown is only available for gross fixed 
investments as a whole. According to this breakdown, of the , 
total amount of DM. 16,700 million, DM. 6,200 million went to the 

.. building . industry, DM. 9,200 million to equipment, while the rest· 
of DM. 1,300 million was invested in the projecting and assembly,?f 
installations. . 

70.. The rate of~ growth 'of gross fixed _investments .declined 
from 16®7% in 1959 to zero in 1961 and only recovered to 5.3% by 
1963 (provisional figure).. A rate of growth of 7 .. 2% is planned 
for 1964, but it will. not be reached. Notwithstanding the 
disappointing growth rates of the previous years, the figures 
announced in 1963 for the Second Seven-Year Plan provide :Eor an 
average annual growth of investments of 7.5% .. i.eoinvestments are 
to increase by almost 70% to DM. 28,000 niillion8Although this 
target is a little less ambitious. than in the First Seven-Year Plan 
which provided fora doubling of investments, the fulfilment of. 
this new target appears also problematic in the Ij.ght of the 
disappointing developments during the last few years. 
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7l@ While a rough breakdown of the planned investments was 
published under the First Seven-Year Plan (industry~ DM. 60,000 
m~ll~on~ agriculture: DM. 14!000 million, tra~sp?rt: DM. l4,~00 
mlillon) and urban constructlon (DM.30,000 mlillon), such f1.gures 
have not yet become known for the Second Seven-Year Plane It is 
likely, however, .that - as in the First Seven-Year Plan - between 
40 and 45% of the planned total will go to industry, iee® about 
DM. 70,000 million, of which DM. 16,000 million are earmarked for 
the chemical industry alone. The First Seven-Year Plan had . 
provided for DM. 11,000 million for the chemical industry 'of 
which only DM. 9,000 million will have been spent by the end of 
1965.. The new target for the chemical industry would seem to be 
in jeopardy as a result of the latest Soviet demand for. the . 
delivery of complete chemical plants representing a value of 
approximately DM. 3,000 million during the Second Seven-Year Plan 
period.. The experience of recent years indicates that the planning 
authorities will continue to give priority to investments in 
industry over investments in other economic sectorse It has, 
however, to be taken into consideration that the eff'ectiveness of 
inyestments does not always rise in proportion to their volume 
since they are often too high or the installations are 'obsolete 
at the time of their completione 

G. Government Expenditure 

(a) Defence Expenditure 

72.. Official statistical data on military expenditures' in 
the Soviet Zone are not available. The same applies to the' 
deliveries of armaments from Soviet Bloc c9untries.. However, 
informations from other sources permit the following c.onclusions 
and estimates: expenditure figuring in the national budget as 
military expenditure amounted to DM. 1,000 million annually during 
the years 1958 to 1961 and to DM. 2,760 million annually in the 
following two years ... In 1962, this sum represented 5% of the . 
public budgets In order to make it comparable with the budget of 
the Federal Republic of Germany, all appropriations made to the 
nationalised economy by way of investments, funds for circulation 
and subsidies, export price subsidies, the entire social security 
budget as well as the district, county and local budgets,must be 
eliminatede This reduces the budget by about 50%. The share ?f 
open military expenditure in this adjusted budget is about 11%8 

73. The amounts indicated for the years up to 1961 probably 
include only the current maintenance costs for the iiNational 
People's ArmyH. However, even the higher amount stated for 
1962 and 1963 cannot cover the total military expenditure of the 
Soviet Zone® 
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7 fir 0 It, can be assumed that certain elements of military 
expenditure are hidden in other items of the budget8 Thus, any 
analysis of the structure of the Hstate budget;! invariably leaves 
an un~xplained residual vvhich in 1962 amounted to DM. 3 9 290 million 
and which in part may have been used for military purposese Further 
armament expenditures are considered to be hidden in the budget 
item "appropriations to the nationalised economy for measures of 
support and the improvement of its'liquidity". .. 

75., It is possible that military expenditure is also 
concealed in the budget items i'Other expenditure for cultural 
mass activities!' (DM. 1~50 million in 1962 and DM. 544 million in 
1963) and ilpioneer houses, stations and central pioneer campsll 
(for the youth organization IIYoung Pioneers II) amounting to 
approximately DM. 45 m:Lllion annually 8 

765 German 'experts estimate that the actual total military 
costs amourited to at least DM. 27,000 million in the years 1956 
to 1962. The resulting annual average sum is at least,DM. 4,000, 
million, i~e~, military expenditures take up about 4% of GNP. 
Expenditures for para-military units (the police force numbering 
16,000, the 320,000 members of the SED "combat groups'! and the 
gu~rd regiment of the ][inistry for State Security) are not 
included in this estimate., The same applies to the cost of the 
IIPeople 's Police II and the transport police. 

~(b) Administration 

77. Contrary to the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Soviet-zonal administration is not organized on a federal but on 
a strictly centralised,basis. There are neither independent 
"Ltinder il nor are the local authorities autonomous in their 
administration.. The ll2.tional budget therefore also includes the 
administrative expenditures of districts, counties arid local 
authorities. The'same applies to sqcial securitYa 

78.. According to Soviet-zonal information, annual budget 
expenditure for administrative purposes amounted to about ~ 
DM. 2,700 'million in recent years, i.e. 11% of yhe general expenditu~es. 
of the national budget according to the West German definitions 
However, part of the expenditures for the economic administration 
are hidden in other items of the budget, or ~re not contained in 
it at all .. 

H.. Standard of ~i vin"g 

(a) Q..eneral :Remarks 

79.. The general 118vel of living conditions improved until 
,1961 D However, and mainly because of the stagnation during the, 
critical years 1962 and 1963, it is still far below that of the 
Federal Republic of Germany $ The targets set by the regime were 
mostly not fulfilled@ Although the population is adequately 
provided with staple foods, it lacks the thousand and one things 
which are generally conBidered to be necessary for a normal standard 
of Ii yl;ng@ , 

, , 
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80.. Considering that the nominal wages as well as the 
purchasing power of the DM.. are lower in the Soviet Zone than in 
the Federal Republic, it can be estimated that the real standard 
of living of a middle class family of four people living in the 
Zone was about 30% below that of the Federal Republic in 1961 8 . 

Since the volume of private consumption did not change in the . 
Soviet Zone in 1962 and 1963 while it increased by 11% in the 
Federal·Republic, the Soviet Zone is at present about 37% behind 
the current supply r0te of the F_eCieral Republic. But even this 
figure does not· seem to illustrate adequately the difference, as 
the long years of scarce supplies with durable consumer goods .. 
(except television sets) have caused a hidden demand of . 
considerable proportion .. 

(b)· Share ·of private consumption in GNP 

81. Accordingt~ the calculation made on the basis of' the 
nominal figures, the share of private cons'umption in GNP was . 
61,,1% in 1958, 60 .. 7% in the years frO.m 1959 to 1961 and .decrea::sed 
to 57,,8% in 1963.. However, the .actual proportion is lower .. 
because the average price level for consumer goods is excessive 
while the nominal value of investment goods ·and governmental 
consumption are being kept artificially low. . . . 

. 82. Until 1970, retail trade turnover which shows the 
largest share in private consumption is to incre~se by 25% 
compared with 1963, i.,e .. to about·,DM. 60,000 million .. It would 
thus still be DM. 6,000 million less than the sum originally 
planned for 1965. . 

(c) Per capita consumption of foodstuffs all;d_ industrial 
consumer goods 

·83.. In 1963, per capita consumption of potatoes was 159 kg .. , 
of bread flour 91.9 kg .. , of fresh vegetsbles 45 kg .. ;. of fats . 
29 .. 3 kg. (fat cDntent), of sugar 29 .. 9 kg., of meat and meat 
products 56 kg. and eggs 189 units. These data from Soviet-zonal 
statistics are not comparable with the corresponding data for 
the .Federal Republic because different methods .of calculation· by 
which Soviet-zonal statistical data about meat and fat consUmption 
are probably exaggerated.. . . 

84" There is little consumption of tropical· fruit and cof·fee 
since both· are very expensive@ Owing to the inadequate availability 
of durable industrial consumer goods in recent years S11ch as 
refrigerators, sewing machines and electrical washing machines, 
the number of such goods per 100 household. is far below that of 
Western industrial countries® The relatively large supply of radio 
and television sets as well as the large number of cheap books has 
been ensured for reasons of political propaganda8 
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(d) Per caI~ta dwelling space; the house-::-building, 
proBF"'§:'!!~ 

" 

850 House-buildtng is one of the most neglected branches of 
the Soviet Zone's economy as priority is given to industrial, 
administrative and military construction projects. Only 14% of 
all homes existlng at the end of 1963 were built after 1945, 
compared with aqout 4:5% in the Federal Republic.. The average: size 
of the new homes built in'the"'"Sovi'et Z'one, in 1963 was 56 sq~I!l" 
(in the Federal Repub1ic now more than 75 sq.m.)® Only about 
2" 5% of all the dwell:Lngs in the Soviet Zone had central heating 
(not counting i:q.dividua,l floor heating) in 1961'. ' The density of 
inhabitants (nuniber of persons per dwelling) is in general about 
the same as in the Federal Republic although it varies consider.ably 
in the different regions.. There are 17.2 f?q-:.m. ,or 0.842 rooms per 
head in the Soviet Zone~ It must be taken into consideration, 
however, that Centr8.1 Germany suffered less from w8.rtime 
destruction than Western Germany and that its population decreased, 
while it increased strongly in the Federal Republic. No 
considerable improvement in the housing situation can be expected' 
in the Sovi.et Z·one du:ring the coming years. .' 

$6.. The First SGvem-Year Plan (1959-1965) pr'ovided that' 
, 100,000 new dwellings should be considered or repaired annually .. 
Only about L~lO, 000' homes were completed di.lringthe first five ' years, 
i.,e. an annual average of ahout 80,0000 According to' semi-official 
information, '~t' is envisaged to reach a total number of 
approxima,tely 6.1 million dwellings by 1970" Thus, about 
500,000 dwellings would have to be built as from 1964, an annual, 
average of only 70,000. 

(e) Social services(l) 

87. ,Old age penSions and social' service payments only just 
meet the minimum living expenses and cannot stand a comparison 
with conditions in the Federal Republic of Germany",. 

88. In 1962, the total expenditure for old age, disability, 
aceident and survivors i insurances mad'e per person having reached 
pension age(2) totalled DM-West 4,670 in the Federal Republic of 
Germany as against Dl\1~East 1,794 in the Soviet-occupied Zoneo 
These figures -'more recent data are not available - undervalue 
the penSions paid in the Soviet Zone because in the Federal 
Republic 'the Civil Service pensioners are included!, 

89.. .luter 1962 old age pe~sions were' raised in both parts 
of Germany.. While pensions were generally increased by about 
10% in the Soviet Zone as from 1st January, 1964, the ildynamic 
penSions i1 'introduced in the Federal Republic ensure that pensions 
are continually adjusted tq the development of wages. 

(1) See Table l7s . 
(2) Federal Republic of Germany: Men and women over 65 years; 

Soviet-occupied Zone: Men over 65 years, women over 60 years~ 
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90.. In 1963, the average old age pension (including 
retirement benefits for manual workers) amounted to DM-East 147 and 
the average disability pension to DM-East 144. The average old 
age -pension amounted to about 30% of the average "voforking income" 
(about 40% in the Federal Republic)@ -

9l~ Comparison between the level of pensions in the Soviet 
Zone and the Federal Republic must also take into account that 
employees' contributions to soci'al'security as well as the 
maximum contribution payable are lower in the Soviet Zone than in 
the Federal Republic~ Thus, for example, the maximum monthly 
contribution to social security (pension fund 1 health and 
unemployment insurance) - which is shared by employers and -
employees alike - amOl. .. mts to DM .. 120 in the Soviet Zone, while 
in the Federal Republic the maximum contribution towards the 
old 'age pension fund alone amounts to DM-West 168. The relatively 
low contributions in the Soviet Zone affect the level of pensions 
as well as of other social security benefits® There is no special 
social security system for civil servants or war victims in the 
Soviet Zone who also receive their pensions via the social 
security system. On the other hand~ in the Soviet Zone there is 
an additional old age pension system for members of the 
intelligentsia, among which engineers, scientists, teachers, certain._ 
doctors, artists, etc., are counted. For these categories of 
people, individual pensions amounting to between 60 and 80% of their 
last working income are provided@ In 1962, the per capita provision 
of public old age, disability, accident and survivors'. pensions 
(including the old age pensions for members of the intelligentsia) 
amounted to DM-East 324 (compared with DM-West 5L2 in the Federal 
Republic including civil service pensions). Public payments to 
war victims (widows andorphans-) are particularly low in the Soviet 
Zone. Recipients of public welfare payments are in an even worse 
position in the Soviet Zone. In December 1963, average monthly 
payments amounted to a little under DM-East 73 (not counting 
allowances for wives and children). Additional benefits paid out 
by voluntary welfare organizations hardly exist in the Soviet Zone. 

(r) Education 

92. In the Soviet Zone, education is incorporated in central _ 
economic pI arming and fully oriented towards political objectives", 
Already in the preparatory schools, extensive efforts are made to 
indoctrinate children in the Communist idealogy. These efforts 
are continued at primary and secondary school level and supple
mented by the rigid control of professional education in accordance 
with the economic requirements of the regime. In the advanced 
training establishments, the measures to encourage great numbers 
of the population to continue their studies (such as scholarships, 
exemption from school and study fees, special allowances, etc~) 
are subject to political conditions and restrictions of personal 
liberty in the choice of school, profession, training institute 
and vvorking place ® All pupils attend the standard illO-form 
poly technical secondary school \I with senior 'courses providing 
basic vocational training .. 
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93 G A:t'ter the eighth form f about one third of all pupils' 
leave school, while the others are being transferred .to the 
\1 extended secondary schoolll which leads up to the .12th form an,d 
the maturity examination (entrance examination for the university), 
and 'at the same time includes an examination as a skilled worker® 

94$ However, the majority of university applicants come 
from jobs in industry - after attending the 10-form standard 
school - and has graduated.e,i ther,·fI!-om a.special vocational 
training school with a leaving certificate equivalent to that of 
the maturity examination, or from "adult qualification courses;1 
with a comparable leaving certificate. In 1963, there were about· 
46 students per 10,000 inhabitants directly attending univ~rsities 
and higher education institutions;. this number increases to 67 .if 
students attending correspondence courses, evening classes or 
I'combined courses Ii are added" . 

(g) Real W~ges 

95. The official data available refer to the development of 
real wages of full-time white collar and manual workers of the 
I!socialist enterprises:1 in industry , thus excluding employees in 
the private sector, and in the services" According to official 
statistics, real wages have increased from 1958 to 1963 by 
22.3%$ The annual rate of growth in the years 1959 to 1961 
amounted to an average of 6.3% while it decreased to an average 
of 0 .. 8% per year in the two subsequent years after the erection 
of the BerlinWall on 13th August, 1961. This steep decline was 
caused primarily by an increase. in the labour norms in industry~ 
The rate of growth of j.ndustrial workers 1 wages thus lags far 
behind the real d,evelo:pment 6f labour producti vi ty in industry .. 
(See also Chapter'Eo (b» <8 

(h) Plan targets and prosp~<?ts 

96 •. During the period between 1964 and 1970, the real inc'ome 
of the population' is to increase by about 20 to 25%.. Since nei,ther 
the total population nor the employed labour force will change much 
in the comi~g years, this planning figure would correspond to an 
average annual per capita rate of growth of real income of 2e9%, 
provided that the,planners have correctly estimated th~ future 
price development of consumer goods.. In spite of every effort 
made to protect the stability of the general price level. by 
official supervision, many indirect price increases - for example, 
by redUCing the quality of the goods - permit the conclusion that 
the official price index reflects the actual price development only 
inadequately® Moreover, it must be doubted whether it will be 
possible to avoid an increase i·nthe price level of consumer goods 
once the reform of indw3trial prices which is at present under vmy 
has been fully implemented. 
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978 The economic system of the Soviet-occupied Zone is 
characterised by the aimost complete elimination of individual 
ownership of the means of produotion and their concentration in 
so-called 11people-owned:1 enterprises and \lsocialist ll co-operatives; 
by the comprehensive governmental planning and direction of the 
entire economic process; and by the changes in the legal structure 
and. the economic control factors such as currency, prices, credits~ 
wages and tax3s~ The system follows the Soviet pattern in.every 
details The frequent changes in the methods and organizational 
forms of economic planning and contr.ol.are d.esigned to bring 
about improvements, but not a ftUldamental change in the economic 
system .. 

(b) Pr~i2..n st~~_oJ: so£i,alisatt..Q..ll(l) 

98" In 1963, 70% of the ;:Gross Social Product" were 
produced in people-owned enterprises, about 15% in lisocialistil 
co-operatives and 7% in production plants with state partne~ship 
and trading firms with so-called commission contracts. Only 8% 
of the ,iGrossProduct 11 originated from purely private· enterpris'es ® 

On the basis of the gross production ~alue of the various . 
economic branches in 1963, the share of private ownership in 
industry amounted to only 2 .. 4%, while the private s,hare in the 
building industry, agriculture and trade varied between 10.7% and 
1196%0 On the other hand, co-operatives accounted for 70% in 
agriculture and 30% in industry, the co-operatives concerned being 
exclusively those with a compulsory characters Banks and insurance 
companies as well as all transport organizations - except parts of 
road transport and inland shipping - are publicly owned. 

(c) ~conomic refor~~ 

99$ As a consequence of the failure of the First Seven-Year 
Plan, which was abandoned in 1962/63, the Soviet-occupied Zone now 
attempts at increasing the efficiency of the system by reorganizing 
the economic and planning machinery without, however, chaI+ging the 
basic pattern.. These attempts are based on the If Directives for the 
New Economic System of Planning and Controlling the National 
Economy;; adopted by the ;'Council of Ministers Ol on 11th July, 19638 
These directives are more comprehensive thari any other reorganization 
in former years .. 

100 .. At the administrative level, the "Council of Ministers ll 

acts as the senior central executive body, responsible to the < 

;iState Council ,; and thus to the Central Committee of the 
i1Socialist Unity Party;! of SED.. In addition, there are the 
;iGovernment Planning Board i;, mainly responsible for long-term 
planning, the ';National Economic Council Ii, newly set up in 1962 
and responsible for the control of industry and the implementation 

(1) See Table 18. 
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of annual plans as well as the ilAgricul rural Council 11 , also newly 
established. A i'Construction Council il will also be setup 0 

According to the discussions at the VIIth Plenary Session of the 
SED Central Committee meeti~g in December 1964, the Economic 
Councils of the 14 districts are to be subordinated both .to the 
\iNational Economic Council ll and to the "District Councils". The 
i1Workers and Farmers Inspection" ~ established in 1962 and vested 
with considerable power, is the new overall ligovernmentalll control 
apparatus. 

101. In industry, the IINew Economic System li centres around 
the ilAssociations of People";6vvned Enterprises il (VVB) which have 
since 1st January ~ .1964 ceased to. act as medium level administrative 
bodies and are now working as i'socialist concernsl1. They are 
economic units, drawing up their independent balance sheets; the 
ilpeople-owned enterprises 11 (VEB) of the appropriate economic 
branches~ which were hitherto mostly centrally controlled, are 
subordinated to theme The general managers of the VVBs are 
government officials and responsible to the IINational Economic 
Council il for all. aspects of the economic development of their 
branch of industry. 

102 8 A new i!homogenous system of economic incentives 11 , so 
far merely conceived in theory, is intended to stimUlate the 
working population to adopt a 1i spec ific economic attitude n and 
to result in increased productivity 9 it includes, above all, new 
elements for the assessment of costs, prices, profits, turnover, 
wages and bonuses. As a yardstick for the evaluation of production 
primary importance is attached to i1profi t index". The industrial 

.price reform which entered its first stage on 1st April, 1964 and 
is to be concluded in two further stages on 1st January, 1965 and 
1st January, 1966, is designed to eliminate the present price . 
distortions and to ena-ble "normally operating enterprises il to make 
t'profi ts;l.. Investment funds, which had so far been made available 
by reallocations of the national budget, must now largely be 
financed from liprofitsH. 

103. Another incentive still awaiting implementation is a 
illevy on the production fund il which is to contribute towards a more 
rational use 0.£ the working capital. For this purpose,' the fi~ed 
and capi tal assets (baBic funds) of all enterprises underw'ent a 
general revaluation by 31st December, 1963. 

Cd) Prospects 

104* These reforms are frequently presented as something 
basically new, whereas in reality they have their origin in measures 
already discussed and carried out elsewhere, e.g. in the Soviet 
Union - as early as at the end of the 1920s. No final evaluation 
is yet possible as to their effects on the economy of the Soviet 
Zone 0 It may be assumed that the responsible authorities will . 
continue their efforts to increase the efficiency of the economic 
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process by certain modernisation and decentralisatien measures. 
In this endeavour, the experience which the. Soviet Union has gained 
for some time with similar efforts, will probably alse be made use 
of.. However, the Soviet-zonal A utheri ties emphasise again and 
again that no fundamental change in the system is intendede 

CHAPTER II: FOREIGN TRADE?·· ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND INTRA-GERMAN 
TRADE (1 ) -

1058 In view of its restricted raw mater.ial baSiS, the highly 
industrialised Soviet Zene depends largely on external commercial 
relations $ Only by develeping its trade relations, it can 
raise the level of prqduction and at least to some extent the 

'standard of living .of the population" In addition, aS,a'result 
of the division ofGerinan:v~ it is faced with an economic problem 
of a particular nature:' the national product available in the 
Soviet Zone does not only· originate from domestic and foreign 
sources; .but also -at least froiD. a qualitative point of view -
from the flow .of goods between the two separate parts .of Germany, 
or "intra-German trade;1.. In view of the fact that this flow of ' 
goods .circula:tes exclusively wi thin Germany as a whole, the 
transactions' invelved are' of a domestic nature, although they are 
carried out between two different currency areas: the cenditions 
gove'rningthese. transaytiens, and the metheds' applied te them have 
been agreed exclusively for this special purpose. The follewing 
paragraphs on the foreign trade .of the Soviet Zene do therefere net 
include. intra-German trade, which iE! described iIi a special 
sectionG .. below. ' 

A. ' Importance .of Foreign ~rade fer the Economy of t lle 
Soviet Zone 

(a) .§..hare .of ~m)orts in GNP (import quota of the 
Soviet Zo~ 

106. In the absence of sui table stati'stics, a reliable 
calculation of the import quota is not possible'. For 1963, ,the 
f'ollovling estimates can, however, be made& In 1963 ~ the' gross 
national product of the Soviet Zone 'based on market prices (see 
Chapter I@B) amounted to aboutDM. 100,000 m~llion. Total imports 
are shown as amounting to 1,919 million rubles. Depending on 
whether these figures are converted into United States dollars 
or rubles, the import quota can be estimated at between 6.5 and 
10.7%.. ' 

-----.-~-

(1) Instead of Hinter-zonal trade 1i
, the term ,ilintra-German trade ll 

is being used throughout this study. 
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(b) Developments of Foreign Trade(l) 

107., In the year'~3 from 1958 to 1963, the foreign trade of the 
Soviet Zone increased by 43%. from 2,890 to 4-!J 140 million rubleSe 
During the last few years, exports rose more than imports, an. 
important factor, in ,riew of the non-convertibility of the DM-East. 
With the exception of 1960 and 1962, there was a surplus in the 
trade balances whose size differed considerably between years. 
Thanks to a forced exports' drive', it amounted to 302 million xubles 
in 19638 

B. Regi'onal Patterp_of Foreign Trade 

(a) General 

1088 As far as its regional structure is concerned,' the foreign 
trade of the Soviet Zone has to an ever-increasing extent been 

• J 

oriented towards Communist countries in general 'and the Soviet Bloc ' 
in particular (COMECON) ® The economic integration of the Sovi'et )', 
Zone into the Soviet JUoc and thus its depeI'l...dence on it" particularly 
on the Soviet Union, i.s therefore undeniable both in absolute .and 
in percentageterms(2). ' , ".: 

10ge The foreign trade with -the Communist countries of Asia, 
particularly with Red China, has been affected by ,the political 
and ideological controverSies, and foreign trade with these countries 
has considerably declined, in particular since 1960., 

, 110 _,The share of ,exports to the CO:MECON area in the total 
,.exports of the Soviet Zone rose from 76.4% in 1958 to 82.8% in 

1963. During the same period, the imports of the Soviet Zone from 
the COMECON area increased from 70.6% to 80.1% of total imports~ 
Exports from the Soviet Zone to the OOMEOON countries in absolute 
figures increased from 1,171 million rubles in 1958 to 1,840 million 
rubles in 1963, and imports from 961 million rubles to'1,536 million 
rubles®It should, however, be noted that imports of the Soviet 
Zone from the COMECON area in 1963 showed a slight drop both in 
absolute figures and as a percentage if compared with 1962. 

·111 ® During the period from 1958 to 1'963, the foreign trade of 
the' Soviet Zone '\1vi th all Oommunist countries (including 
Yugoslavia and Cuba) d,;;veloped as follows (3) g ~. 

Exports (in mill. rublE3s) 
% of total exports of 
the Soviet Zone 
1958 = 100 
Imports (mille rubles) 
% of total imports of 
the Soviet Zone 
1958 = 100 
(l) See Table 19. 
(2) See Tables 20-22. 
(3} See Table 22. 
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1962 1963 
1,683 1,928 

86.3 86.8 
127 146 

1'1717 1,633 

86,,5 85,,2 
158 151 
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112G While the share of Communist countries in total exports 
and imports of the Soviet Zone has.-except for relatively small 
fluctuations - been essel;ltially constant ever since 1958, the total 
volume of foreign trade has'continuously increased, i.e. from 
2,409 million rubles in 1958 to 3,561 million rubles in 1963. In 
this connection, the continuous rise of Soviet-zonal exports until 
1963 and of imports until 1962 is noteworthy. Imports from 
Communist countries until 1963 did not· increase to the same extent 
as exports 9 From 1959 to 1962, the trade surplus steadily 
declined because of the strong increase in imports, and iri 1962 
there was even a trade deficit of 34 million rubles. However, in 
1963 exports again showed a strong recovery compared with 1962, 
while imports declined, resulting in a foreign trade surplus, for 
1963 of almost 300 million rubles. Export figures increased 
considerably between 1958 and 1959 and between 1962 and 1963 while 
exports substantially declined in the intermediate years because 
of the economic difficulties of the Soviet Zone during this period. 

113 o. During the last three years - from 1961 to 1963· more than 
80% of Soviet-zonal foreign trade exchanges were transacted with 
COMECON countries(l) and only 14 to 15% with Western countries(2). 
The remaining share of about 5% is accounted for by other Communist 
countries outside the COMECON area (China,Cuba, etc.)(3)~ 

(b) Share of individual countries 

(i) Soviet Union 

114. The foreign trade dependence of the Soviet Zone. on the 
Soviet Union is considerable. The Soviet Union heads by far the 
list of the Soviet Zone's foreign trade partners : its share i.n the 
Soviet Zone's foreign trade in the last few years amounted 'to 
more than 50%. In 1963, the Soviet Union accounted for 51.7% 
(1958: 4906%) of the exports of the Soviet Zone, and for 55.0% 
(1958: 46 .. 3%) of its imports. Exports from the Soviet Zone to the 
Sovie~ U~ion amount~d to 1~148m~11ion rUble. s in 1~63. (against 
761 m11110n rubles 1n 1958) and 1mports to 1,055 m11110n rubles 
(against 630 million rubles in 1958). Deliveries from the Soviet 
Zone to the Soviet Union declined in 1960 and 1961 and rose 
considerably in 1962, while imports of the Soviet Zone from the 
Soviet Union strongly increased during these years with the result 
that the balance of trade showed e deficit of 30 million rubles in 
1960, 143 million rubles in 1961 and 138 million rubles in 1962. 
Only in 1963, the Soviet Zo~e again registered a trade surplus of 
93 million rubles. 

(ii) Other COMECON countries 

115* Exports from the Soviet Zone to other COMECON countries 
rose from 410 million rubles in 1958·to about 692 million rubles 
in 1963, i.e. by 69%, although exports to Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria 
and Rumania had declined in 1962. During the same period,the 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

See Tables 41 and 42. 
See Table 25. 
See Tables 20 and 21. 
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share of these countrie~3 in total Soviet Zone exports increased 
from 26@9% to 31.2%(1). The imports of the Soviet Zone from the 
COMEOON area rose ,from ~531 million rubles in ,1958 to 501 million 
rubles in 1962 and dropped to 481 million rubles in 1963 (decline 

, in imports from Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Rumania and Hungary) ~ 
they exceeded the results of 1958 by 62% in 1962" but only by 46% 
in 1963(2)~ . ' 

116., During 8:11 these years, the foreign trade balance of the 
Soviet Zone, wi th the COMECON---C'<::iuntri'e's"""(Soviet Union excepted) was 
favourable, reaohinga peak of, 210 million rubles in 1963 alone (3) ® 

Except for the Soviet Union, Czechoslov8.kia and Poland are the most 
important trade partnerB of the Soviet Zone within the COMECON area" 

(iii) .Communis1icou.ntrie? of Asia 

117. As concerns foreign trade with the Communist countries of 
Asia, ,particularly with China, both exports and imports'of the 
Soviet Zone have considerably dropped since 1961.. Exports declined 
from 129 million rubles in 1958 to about 16 million rubles in 1963, 
and imports from 103 million rubles to 24 million rubles during the 

'same period (4) @ 

(i v)' ·Yugoslavjl! 

. 118,. While the foreign trade of the Soviet Zone, with 
Yugo'slavia has shown an upward trend in recent years, it is on 
whole relatively unimportant.. The share of Yugoslavia in the 
exports of the Soviet, Zone' is 2%, and in imports 1 .. 8% .. 

(v) gee WO:8,d in generyl.l 

, 
the 

119,.'After reaching a peak in the years 1960 to 1961 - with 
fluctuations until 1963 - the foreign trade of the Soviet Zone with 
the Free World is declining .. Total foreign, trade with the Free 
World increased from 474 million rubles ,in 1958 to 625 million 
rubles in 1961, falling to 531 million rubles in 1962 and rising 
to 571 million rubles in 1963. During the years 1958 to 1960 
trade balance showed a deficit amounting to a total of 140 million 
rubles, while in the following years up to 1963 a surplus totalling 
23 million rubles was achieved(5) • 

. ( vi)' NATO countries 

120. The share of NATO countries in the Soviet Zone'~ total' 
exports declined from 6 .. 4% in 1958 to 5.1% in 1963, and in imports 
from 9~B% to 6 .. 6%(6). ,This trend has been particularly marked since 

,1961.. The. share of Soviet Zone exports to NATO countries was 14% 
higher in 1963 than in 1958, while the share of imports declined 
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during the same period by 6%* During all these years, the foreign 
trade balance of the Soviet Zone showed .a deficit amounting to a 
total of about 159 million rubles9 

(vii) !\lost impor~ant. Western trade partners 

, 121@ According to the figures of recent years, Denmark, the 
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Austria and Sweden have become the 
five most important Western ,trade partners of·the Soviet Zone(l), 
wi th Great Britain heading the li'st ® They reflect a shift of 
Soviet-zonal trade with the West in favour of EFTA countries .. ' 
Exports from the Soviet Zone to these five countries increased from 
over 61 million rubles in 1958 to over 88 million rubles in 1963, 
i@e® by 43%8 Imports from these countries, amounting to over'89 
million rubles in 1958, reached a peak in 1960 with 117 million 
rubles, dropping to 108 million· rubles in 1963. Their share in the 
Soviet Zone's total trade is, however, small and declining, with 
slight fluctuations in recent years. The sh9,re of these countri'es 
in the Soviet Zone's exports has dropped from 4.8% in 1961 to'4@1% 
in 1963 and in imports from 6.6% in 1960 to 5.1% in 1963.. The. 
trade balance for each year from 1958 to 1963 showed a deficit 
amounting to a total of 133.5 million rubles for the whole period .. 

(Viii) Developing countrie_~ 

122. The dev~loping countries play only a minor role in the' 
foreign trade of the Soviet Zone, their share in the total foreign 
trade of the Soviet Zone being about 3.3,% in 1963 e Since 1961, 
exports from the Soviet Zone to developing countries have been 
declining both in absolute figures and as a percentage of total 
trade., Since 1960 the same refers to imports from developing' 
countries, with certain fluctuations (2) 8 . ' 

(ix) ~ 

123. Since 1960 there has been an unusually strong iricrease of 
foreign trade between the Soviet Zone and Cuba, while these 
eXChanges were quite insignificant before 1960. Soviet Zone 
exports increased from 2 ... 4 mill:i,.on rubles in. 1960 to 27 09 mil::J-ion 
rubles in 1963, and imports 'from 3.9 million rubles to 35.8 million 
rubles(3). Thus, Soviet-zonal trade with Cuba in 1963 - and even 
in 1962 - was considerably higher than that with.India or Egypt, 
both heading the list of ' Soviet Zone's trade with developing 
countries .. 

Co The balance of trad~ af!.d_payments 

124 .. No comprehensive information on the balance of payments 
of the Soviet Zone is available, nor are there any official 
statistical data for the Soviet Zon~ on the various items of the 
balance of p~yments, except on exports and imports of goodse 
_______________________________________________________ a ______________ __ 

See Table 27 .. 
See Table 28,; 
See Table 29 .. 
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(a) Balanee of trade, 

125. As shown in the statistical survey(l), the cumulative 
foreign trade balance for the years 1958 to 1963 shows a surplus 
of 552 million ruble:3, or 612 million United States dollarse When 
comparing this balance with Western figures, it 'should be borne in 
mind that the Soviet Zone calculates fob prices for both exports 
and imports. J;:mportfigures do not;i.nclude the cost of freight and 
insurance from the frontier of ,the delivering country to the area 
of the Soviet-occupied Zone ~ Assuming that freight and insurance ' 
costs amount to about 5 to 7% of the total import value, the Soviet
zonal foreign trade l:lUrplusduring the years 195,8 to 1963 would 
virtually be reduced to zero® 

126,.. A comparison between Soviet-zonal -foreign trade statistics 
with those of the Soviet Zone I s most important' trade partner ,t-he 
Soviet Union shows' a very considerabl,e discrepancy which _ cannot be 
fully explained® W11.iIe the Soviet statistics, show a cumulative 
SQviet export surplu~:, of 802 million, rubles for the years 1958 to 

'1963:, the corresponc1:i.ng statistics of the Soviet' Zone sho'w a 
de·fici t of only 72 million rubles" 

127@'The most obvious, and possibly most, important, explanation 
for the difference of 730 million rubles consists in the different 
statis,tical methods of reproducing foreign trade figures. While 
Soviet Zone statistics only show imports and exports which _, 
phYSically cross the frontiers of the Soviet-occupied Zone, the 
Soviet statistics show allbu~iness transactions carried out ,by 
Soviet foreign trade organizations., The result is that imports 
of Soviet. Foreign ,Trade Corporations 'from third countries d~stined 

-for the Soviet Zone are shown in the Soviet trade statistics 'as 
Soviet eJCPorts to the Soviet Zone, while the Soviet-zonal statistics 
show them as imports from the third country concerned. The 
prinCipal explanation for the discrepancy between the two 
statistics might ther~fore be that the Soviet Foreign Trade 
Corporatiorl:s acted as: intermediaries for the Soviet Zone in foreign 
trade transactions.. It might furthermor-e reflect payments for, 
arms deliveries, the support for the Red Army units stationed in 

_ the Soviet Zone, repayment of invisible ~xcess credits, etc .. 

(b) ,Aid and-credits granted and received 

,128* In the light of the information available, it is not 
possible to assess correctly the credits received and granted by 
the S.oviet Zone and their repayment as reflected in the ba1e.nce of 
payments $ ,The most important proj ects which have partly been 
carried out with the financial aid of the Soviet Zone, are the 
construotioti of a cellulose combine on the basis of ~eed in the 

'Danube delta in,Rumania, the oreation of a,similar combine on, the 
basis of straw in Bulgaria, the extension of potash extraction in 
?zechoslov~kia as well as the initiation of lignite opencast mining 
In the Konln Basin in Polande . -

------------------
(1) See Table 19. 
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129@ In this context, reference is made to a United States 
study(l) which estimates the total amount of credits granted by 
the Soviet Union to the Soviet Zone during the years 1945 to 1962 
at~ 1,352.,9 million dollars" 

Soviet Credits granted to' the Soviet Zone 
rin million dollars) 

1945 - 1962 
o:f which 

1960 
1961 
1962 

162 .. 5 
475 .. 0 
31080 

The 310 million dollars mentioned for 1962 presumably represent 
the remainder of a credit of 475 million dollars granted in 1961 
which is, however, not included in the above total .. 

D. 12ie _C~~lty Str.Ect~if Foreign T~ade 
(a) , Principal COI:lD.oditics exchanged 

130~ Since 1956, only selected products have been published 
in the yearbooks for foreign trade'and domestic trade; the data 
involved do not allow any conclusion on the actual commodity 
structure of foreign trade.. It is therefore nece,ssary to take 
the necessary ,inform9,tion from the ,foreign trade statistics of 
other Soviet Bloc 'countries some of which contain very detailed 
figures., Difference in the terminology used in the various : ' 
national statistics do~however, not permit a direct comparison~' 
For other countries the data concerned can be generally 'taken from 
the lists of goods included in the corresponding trade agreement" 

131. The following principal groups of commodities are being 
exchanged by the Soviet-occupied Zone of Germany: 

Exports: 

Imports: 

Capital goods (machinery, special machinery, complete 
equipments), rolling stock, ships and their equipment, 
chemical 'products, various industrial consumer "goods 
(e.g., textiles, goods for cultural use), precision -
optical ~ and electrotechnical instruments., 

Raw materials and fueis (hard coal, coke, iron ore" 
NF metals, naturalrubher, crude oil, timber, cellulosej' 
textile raw materials), rolling-mill products, special 
machinery, semi~finished textiles, agricultural 
products (grain, foodstuffs including coffee, tea, etc .. ) 

GoS. ,Carmett and MoH. Crawford: liThe Scope and Distribution 
of Soviet Economic Aid II .. , In: Dimens ions of Soviet Economic 
Power, Hearing Tog.ether With Compilation of Studies Prepared 
for the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United,' . 
States, Washington 1962, page 474" 
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Cb) Commogities exchanged with the Soviet Union 

132~Among Soviet-zonal exports to the SOviet Union(l), 
deliveries of machinery and equipment traditionally occupy the most 
important plac~8 In'1963 they amounted to 5497% of total exports8 
Among the. various items., the deliveries of all kinds of transport 
equipment are predominant. This includes not only rolling stock 
(112' million rubles), but also ships and ship equipment (76 million 

- rubles), trans.,..shif>ping "equ±:pment·',,{'27:'c>million rubles) and cables 
(23 million rubles). TotalRing 238 million rubles, they amount 
to about 20% of the total exports from the Soviet Zone to the 
Soviet Union® . 

133* On tl;1e one hand, the high proportion of so-called "softi! 
goods in Soviet"':'zonal exports is a little surprising® Clothes and 
underwear (110 million rubles), cultural goods (59 million rubles) 
wooden furniture (47 million rubles) and fancy goods (17 million 
'rubles) altogether aocount for 233 million rubles and are thus' 
. the equal importance as transport equipment. On the other hand, 
the figures for deliveries of chemical products (29. million rubles),' 
synthetic rubber (11 million rubles) as well as .fertilisers and 
insecticides (10 mil:Lion rubles) appear relatively small in view 
of the important part which these industries play in the Soviet
zonal ecnnomYe 

·134 .. The. ~changes in the commodity structure of Soviet-zonal 
impor'ts 'from the Sovtet Union reflect the needs of a highly 
industrialised.and rapidly developing coimtry(2) •. Although the 
share of machinery and equipment has increased more rapidly than 
any other single item during the period of 1958 to 1963 (from . 

; 25 to 72 million rubles, i .. e .. by 188%)~ their 'share of 6.1% in 
total imports is still very low,. 

135 & Rolling-mill products oonsti tute the most important import 
i tern. . The Sovi~t Zon'9? in spite oj its great efforts to develop its own 
.steel basis, is' still fighting against the immense geographical . 
disadvantages·in this sector of productions The relatively low 
volume of iron ore in total imports points in the sane direction® 

1368·As concerns the imports. of foodstuffs, a clear shift 
from grain purchases to imports of proteins (meat, butter and eggs) 
is noticeable.. The development of wheat imports shows that the t:. 

Soviet Zone was not seriously affected by the Soviet grain crisis 
in 19638 . 

. 137$ Among the raw material imports from the Soviet Vnion, 
textile raw materials, hard coal~ timber products and, to an ' 
increasing, extent, crude oil are of special impQrtance~ For 
imports Qf natural· ru'bber, the Soviet Union obviously' acts as an 
intermediary, which may also be true. for oth.er import items e ' 

However, this cannot "be proved with the same degree of· certainty. 

(1) See Table 30$ 
(2) See Table 31® 
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l3S. Data on the composition of trade with Czechoslovakia 
based on Czechoslovakian foreign trade statistics are avaJ.lable· 
only for the years 1958 to 1961. As concerns exports, chemical 

. ~roducts (8@5% in 1958 and 984% in 1961), as well as fertilisers 
(S.3% and 886% .respectively) constitute the most important single 
items of export from the-$oviet Zone to Czechoslovakia. Next in' 
importance among engineering products and motor vehicles which 
account for a considerable 'share in Soviet-zonal exports to 
Czechoslovakia, are tractors and other agricultural machinery 
(whose share was only 0 .. 6% in 1958) which novi represent 6.7%", and 
rolling stock and other railway equipment representing 5.4% in the 
total exp.ortsof 19618 . 

139 .. On-the imp'ortside, solid fuels account for- the liighest 
share, i .. e * IS .. 7% in 1958 and 15. S% in 1961.. Of the' remaining _ 
categories, ores and metals reached 9 .. 2%, industrial consumer ._. 
goods S~O% and motor vehicles including spare parts 6.2%·of total 
imports in 1961.. In aocordance wi.th the industrial structure of 
Czechoslovakia, the share .of machin.cry·and ·industrial 'equipment 
in the total imports of the Soviet Zone is considerable" 

140 .. As to the commodity structure of foreign trade with P6land~ 
Polish data are available only for the years 1960 and 1961.. On'
the export side? category I goods predominate, i~e. machinery, 
industrial equipment and vehicles including spare parts with 
shares of 42 .. 7% in 1960 and 45 .. 0% in 1961. Of the remainfrig 
export items, fuels and mineral raw materials as well as metals 
attained 12 .. 8% and lS .. 4%, respectively, chemicals and chemical 
products 20 .. 8% and 17.8% (potaSh alone: 9.5% and 7.8%) and 
industrial consumer goods 13 .. 4% and 13 .. 6%. . -

141 .. As concern,s imports, fuels and mineral raw materials 
as well as metals account'ed for 63 .. 9% and 67 *5% and _thus occupied 
a dominating position in the Soviet-zonal imports from Poland:" -
during -the two reference years, solid fuels (hard coal, lignite ..... 
and coke) alone making up 59 .. 3% and 61.6% respectively. All . 
other items - including agriculturaJ. products and foodstuffs -:did 
not even reach 10% of total imports from Poland in 1961. . -

142 .. As concerns foreign trade 'With Hungary, 'official f6re~gn 
trade statistics contain only a few commodity groups, and their 
share in the totals cannot be -established, s:i,nce the official" .' 
figures sometimes indicate values;ana'sometimes quantities •. 
Important export items of the Soviet Zone are: machinery and 
industrial equipment, briquettes, building materials, chemical 
products, passenger cars and tractors including spare parts-. , . 
Essential import items of the Soviet Zone are: bauxite, rolling-mill 
products 7 vehicles, television sets, pharmaceutical basiC materi~s, 
footwear, agricultural products. 
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143 ~ No detailed information is avail'able concerning the 
commodities exchanged betwe~nthe Soviet Zone and Rumania and 
Bulgaria~ since neither R.umani~ nor Bulgarian 'foreign trade 
statistics contain a b'reakdown of their foreign trade by, countries 
and commOdities ® The orily source of information in .. this respe,ct 
are publications onex:isting trade agreements between the Sovi.et 
Zone and these countries, including general data on the most 
impor~ant categories of goods~ 

144* Among the items exported by the Soviet Zone to these. 
countries, there are machinery of all kinds, ele~ctrotechnical 
products as well as precision and optical instruments, chemical 
products and products of the light'industry, while agricultural 
products (vegetables" fruit, tobacco) and cellulose are being , 
imported from the two countries. More recently Rum~ia has also 
delivered engineering products and products of the metal-processing" 
industry, isuch as tank and sewage cars 'as well as oil-drilling, 
equipment. . , 

(d) AsianOo:r:JDnriist.Oountries 

145 .. As to trade with Communist China p the. cornmodi ty lists 
annexed to ,the trade agreement include among the items to be 

, exported by the Soviet Zone I)1achinery and industrial equipment as ' 
well as electrotechnical, products" while iron ore, products of 
the light industry as well as'foodstuffs are being imported .. 
Soviet-zonal trade with Communist Korea is ~argely composed of' 
the same goods .. 

(e) Yugoslavia 

146 .. In recent years, the composition of Soviet-zonal 
exports to Yugoslavia did not change essentially. The most, 
,important items on the Sovi~t~zonal export li~thave always been 
machinery and vehicles as well as chemicai products. Foodstuffs 
appear for the first time in 1958, conSisting predominantly of 
refined sugar (in 1962: 90%).. Among finished goods, the products 
of the p~ebision'and optical industries continue to occupy' an 
importan t plac e' @ " 

, 147. Among Soviet·-zonal purchases from Yugoslavia industrial 
'prOducts had a share o:f23 .. 4% and thus headed the list of imports 
from Yugoslavia in 196:2.. As much as 17.4% of imports co~sisted of 
~teel, iron and varioUl3 rolling-:-mill products" As against 1958 t 
~mports of machinery and vehicles have considerably increased ... 
Imports of tobacco are of primary importance. Among imported 
foodstuffs are meat and fish, fruit and vegetables. 
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148. Only a few countries of outstanding importance ·in relation 
to their share in the foreign. trade of the S.oviet. Zone and only the 
most essential categories of'good~ (based on the commodity lists 
agreed under the trade agreements) can be briefly summarised. However 
no figures are given .and therefore no_indications on the ·relative 
importance of individual items' in the total imports and exports 
of the Soviet Zone are being supplied{l). 

(g) Dey,el<2E..ing c.2..un~ie~ and Cuba 

149. SiTI:cethe trade between the Soviet Zone and these coUntries 
is,'generally'speaking, onlybI' veryiliinor' importance, only Egypt, 
India and Cuba are mentioned in the annexed table, three coun,tries 
whose share in .the Soviet-zonal foreign trade.is of some 
Significance, although no figures for individual categories of 
goods can be given in this case either(2). . 

E. Economi.c CO-:..9~Eli~n_wi t{l East and West 

(a) Relations with COMECON -
150" ,Trade and payments between the Soviet Zone and the various' 

COMECON countries are governed by bilateral agreements which,: as a 
rule, are concluded for several years. It is the aim of thes.e . 
long-term agreements to ensure an increasing co-operation between 
the Soviet Zone and the various Soviet Bloc countries as well as to 
co-ordinate the long-range economic plans of the trade partriers@ 
Thus, a protocol on trade exchanges between the Soviet Union and 
the Soviet ZOne for 1964 was concluded at the end of Octdbe.r 1963. 
It was followed in June 1964 by a special agreement. on the mutual 
delivery of complete installations for the chemical and oil~.". 
processing industry for the years 1966-1970.. . 

151. In addition, numerous other forms of co-operation'have' 
developed between the Soviet Zone and other member countries within 
the framework of COMECON" By way of example, the following types 
of co-operation can be mentioned: . 

Co-operation in the permanent COMECON Commissions preparing 
the implementation of planned economic co-ordination mea,sures 
within the COMECON area. 

Conclusion o'f bilateral agreements with other COMECON count:ries 
on scientific-technical co-operation (exchange of technical 
documentation, etc .. ) 'including joint research work (co-operation 
between institutes) s '. 

-------.-------~-.~----,----.-----------,.-~.~"'--,--

(1) See Tables 32 and 33. 
(2) See Tables 34 and 35.' 
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Implementation of I}lans fa, r a division 'of labour in industry 9 

and technical aid'Callocation of certain productions' to , 
certain countries) ,; According to these plans 9 the following 
branches of Soviet-zonal ,industry are being particularly 

,encouraged and tlirned into key branches, of productio'n for the 
whole Soviet Blo(): heaving engineering, chemical industry, 
lignite mining, precision and optical instruments 2.S 'welt as 
certain types of electric2.1 and transport equipmente 

1528 Furthermore, a great variety of agreements and other 
arr~ngements relating to economic co-operation have been concluded 
between the Soviet Zone and individual COMECON countries. In some 
cases, they have already led to concrete results. ThUS, the Soviet 
Zone and Ozechoslovalcia co-operate in the production of trucks .. 

. Neverthel'~ss, the results of the various 'types of co-operation 
appear to have not yet fulfilled the hoped placed in theme, 

153. The Soviet Zone is one of the strongest supporters of the 
Soviet plans' to creatE3 a uniform planning body' for the entire 
COr-mCON area empowered to take decisions. ' However, OWing, to the 
opposition of other COMECON countries, particularly Rumania, these 
plans have not materialised. The $oviet Zone is 'represented in the 

,Executive Committee of Cml.lEOON by the Deputy Prime Minister, ' 
Bruno Leuschner (formerly head of the "Governmental Planning' 
Committee ,1 of the' Sov:ie't Zone) 9 an ardent supporter of Soviet 
planse 

(b) Co-op~~~~th Yugoslavia 

154. In 1960, SoYi'et Zone ,and Yugoslavia have concluded an 
agreement on co-prod'Ll.otion and scientific-technical co-:-operation; 
and· a mixed Committee for Economic and Scientific Co-operation,was 
established in 1964. Emphasis has so far been given to industrial 
co-operation innon .... ferrous and ferrous metallurgy, engineering, 
the chemical, electrieal and light 'industries" The results of the 
discussions are to s~rve as a basis £or 2. now long-term trade: 
agreement .. 

(c) Co~peration ~t~~ __ Western tradepart~~ 

, 155 @ As the SoviE~t-occupied Zone of Germany is not recognised 
by Western countries ordinary trade and payments agreements have 
been substituted by bank agreements and trade protocols signed by , 
the, Central Bank of the Soviet Zone (fiDeutsche Notehbankil) and the 
?entral banks or oth.er banks'of Western countries, or by the 
'iChamber of Foreign Trade 11 of the Soviet Zone and ChEl1l1bers of 
Foreign Trade of the West.. Such Qrrangements exist ,with Denmark, 
Frange , Greece, the Netherlands, Austria and·TurkeYe In addition, 
there are speciQl compensation arrangements of various. kinds which 
are. Signed, on the siele of the Soviet.Zone, by the ChaL1ber of 
Foreign Trade, and, on ·the pe.rt of Western countries either by 
econooic, organizationEi, Ii pilot firo authorised for this purpose, 
or.bY i~dividual firmEi& The most important agreements of this kind 
ex~st w~th Sweden and Norways 
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156 .. As mentioned earlier, the future of the economic 
development of the Soviet-occupied Zone of Germany is directly 
linked' to the development of its foreign' trade, as a highly 
industrialised country with a small raw material basis can only 
raise the quality of its production and the standard of living 
of its -population by expanding its trade relations ~ 

157. Though it can be expe'cted. that:- in 1964 the foreign trade 
balance of the Soviet Zone will again show a surplus of some-
300 million rubles, the chances of an overall expansion of its 
trade relations are rather, dime As far as trade with the 'other 
COMECON countries- is concerned, the efforts made by the Soviet 
Zone to speed up economic integration seem to have met with little 

,success, above all because of Rumanian opposition,and there is no 
'" indication that the situation will be reversed,' in the' near- future .. 

158. As to the Soviet-occupied Zone's trade with the West, 
the unilateral orientation of its trade with the Soviet Bloc?' in, 
particular the large degree·.of political and economic dependence 
on the Soviet Union, would seem to preclude any spectacular ' 
revision o.f the present situation .. Nevertheless, the Soviet,Zone 
will continue to try to import high quality technical equipment, 
unobtainable in the Bloc, from Western industrialised countries 
and raw materials, which are in short supply within the Bloc; from 
developing countries. But also these possibilities are relatively 
limited since ;'hard 11 foreign exchange is extremely scarce and an 
expansion of exports, especially to Western industrialised countries, 
is likely to encounter great difficulties both because-of the 
linli ted range arid lacking quality of Soviet-:-zonal export gooq.s, 
~d because of the fact that long-term credits are not available. 

G.. Intra-German_ Trad~ 

159. Intra-German trade, i.e& the trade between the Federal 
Republic and the Soviet-occupied Zone of Germany, is to be g.iven 
special consideration® During the last few years, exchanges in 
both directions amounted, on average, to just up.der 2,000 million 
accounting units (one accounting unit equals one DM-West )(1 L. 
Compared with the corresponding movement of goods in undi vid'ed 
pre-war Germany which, in 1936, amounted to about RM. 8,000 million, 
present intra-German trade represents only a fraction of the former 
value, especially since prices have more than doubled since that 
times 

1608 The Federal Republic is endeavouring to maintain intra
German trade at least at its present level because of its close 
connection with the free access to Berlin; for this reason, :it is 
prepared to buy from the Soviet Zone lignite briquettes, m~neral 
oil products as well as textile and agricultural -products J.n 
exchange for high quality goods of the basic and investment i?oods 
industries® The smooth running of traffic between West BerlJ.n and . 
other parts of the Federal Republic, which - also in the light of~. 

----_. __ ._--------------'-"- -------------
(1) See Table 368 
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instructions given by the powers responsible for Berlih - is to be 
ensured byintrQ.-German trade~ can best be protected by the 
existing and continuing dependence of the Soviet-occupied Zone on 
deliveries from the Federal Republic~ , 

161. Thus, intra-German trade represents an important 
political instrument which is of equal importance to the Federal 
Republic of Germany and to the other Western countries; furthermore 
it ·can be considered to'be'''probab'ly''the most effective tie which 
still exists be-pween the two parts of Germany. 

162$ During the ,years 1958 to 1964,. the exchange of goods 
varied between 1,670 million ~nd 2,150 million' accounting units. 
During the years 1961/62 intra-Gernan trade had even declined .. 
This was partly due to efforts made by the Sovi'et Zone since the end 
of 1960 to become independent of deliveries from the. Federal 
Republic, and partly.to a disproportionate development of 
industrial production owing to a \vr.ong assessment of the 
possibilities of the home market to accelerate the expansion of 
production capacities and, appa~ently, also of the possibilities 
to ·buy additional goods of the necessary quality in the Soviet Bloc. 

,Owing to the connection existing·with access to Berlin, the 
recession of intra-German trade in the years 1961 and 1962 - caused 
by the above-me:q.tionecl efforts aade by the Soviet Zone - had been 

. noted with SODe :conce1'n in the Federal Republic e . 

163 .. ' Up to now, the economic facts have proved stronger than 
Soviet-zonal efforts to become selr-sufficient~ In 1963, the 
volume of goods exchanged in intra-German trade again reached the 
level of 1960, while the figure 'for 1964 will probabiy exceed 
2;100 million accounting units.. This development is due to the 
fact that the Soviet Zone is still dependent on deliveries of 
high quality products and basic materials, and cannot sell its 
lignite and mineral oil products anywhere else to the same extent 
in exchange, for top quality products of the basic and investme,nt 
goods industry on ~ bi.lateral basis. 

164. Two thirds of Soviet-zonal deliveries to the 'Federal 
Republic of Germany are lignite briquettes, mineral oil products 
as ·well as textile and agricultural products. Two thirds of the 
Soviet-zonal purchases in the Federal Republic are made .up of iron 
and steel, products ,of the metal-processing industries, chemical 
p~oducts including fertilisers, .hard coal and coke, and agricultural 
products. . . 

165. Until 1963, the Soviet~zonal steel purchases aqcounted for 
about one third of total purchases; in 1964, ,this share declined 
to only one fifth of total purchases. A further decline is to be 
expected in 1965.. As far as the other categories of goods purchased 
by the Soviet Zone are concerned, their importance changes from 
year to year according to the urgency of Soviet-zonal requirements. 
Thus, there was a remarkable increase in the quantity of fertilisers 
delivered by the Federal Republic in 1964. West German deliveries 
of machinery and chemical equipment also increased againo In view 
of recent favourable developments, quotas for the products of the 
metal-:-processing industries which had been in force for years, have 
bee~ increased both for Federal German and Soviet-zonal deliveries, as 
well as the quotas for Soviet-zonal grain deliveries to the Fed:eral 
Hepublic of Germany" 
~O RE~~RICTE~ . ~42-
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166. The conversion of 'a market economy to a centrally
administered economy of the Soviet type as well as the separation 
of the Soviet Zone from the all-German economic structure have 
resulted in serious economic setbacks. Nevertheless, the economy 
of the Soviet Zone will not collapse as any difficulties which may 
arise in production are invariably being compensated for by a . 
reduction in individual consumption" Besides, the Soviet Union 
has repeatedly proved her willingness to assist the Soviet Zone 
in overcoming sudden periods of crisis by additional supplies of 
goods and credits v More recently, the regime has made great 
efforts to rationalise the system of central economic planning and 
controle While these efforts will not be sufficient to eliminate 
the serious frictions, they may reduce the disproportions of the 
economy and reduce the effects of administrative errorss 

1678 In introducing these reforms, the regime is not almlng 
at abandoning the system of a centrally-planned and controlled 
economy, but merely at consolidating it and making it more effective; 
neither are methods of a market economy to be introduced on the 
home market, nor a policy of liberalisation in foreign trade .. 

1688 The great interest in increased deliveries end c~edits 
.from the West can be explained by the regime's intention to 
attract some kind of development aid for the purpose of overcoming 
the bottlenecks caused by the inadequate raw material basis and 
the difficulties inherent in the system.. In addition, the regime 
wishes to become independent from West German deliveries through 
increased imports from other Western countries and thus to sever 
the last links connecting the all-German economic structure. 

169@ In contrast to some tendencies towards greater independ
ence shOVfn by other COMECON countries, the regime of the Soviet
occupied Zone of Germany, even under the new auspices of 
substantial reforms and candid approaches towards the West, will 
continue to strive for a full integration of" the Soviet Bloc, as it 
considers such an integration the best guarantee against any 
"interference a from the West.. On the other hand, it is hardly 
conceivable that the Soviet Union might tolerate any greater 
independence of its Zone in Germany which, in spite of its 
inadequate raw material basis, its shortage of manpower, its great 
deficiencies and repeated economic setbacks, remains the most 
important economic potential of the Soviet Bloc outside the Soviet 
Union itself. . 
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Concerning the 'Tables, on the Regional Foreign ,Trade Str~cture 

J 
of the Soviet Zone ·1) 

, . 
With tha exception of one statistical sur~ey all tables bn the 

.'. ., 
regional structure of Sovi.et-zonal,fo:reign trade are, based on the 
Soviet-zonal data contained in the Statistical Yearbook of the 

i ',! .. , '.-

":DDR"1964, . page 382, re,garding total exports and import.s of, the. 
~ ,; . '. 

S?viet Zone 5, According, to: the .Som et-zonal definition, the , 
tbtal eX120rts al1d total imports -- include 

~ , 

, '-
Gdods which crossed the frontiers of the Soviet Zone during 

, t~e.yea~ under review as well ~s processing work, re-exports 
'. 'at,C 8 . excluding rem?val go,qds" gifts, goods re,turned etc. 

Only the table "Foreign Trade of the' Soviet Zone with the Free World 
, , 

wi thou:t;:Interzonal Trade" is ba~ed on data -contained in the 
Statistical 'Yearbook mentioned above~ page 381, regarding the export -. , ., . . 

and import trade of the Soviet Zone with the Western countries 
wi thoutthe Federal ,Republic e Exports and inlport's of goods .,~~,?<?r~.:h~~ 
to the; S.oviet-zonal definition include: , 

," 

Goods which crossed the frontiers 01 the Soviet Zone during 
'.' .,. I'. 

the'yearunde~ review. Not included in the figures on exports 
and imports are: processing w,ork, ships', supplies, re-exports, 
gdOds re.turned, loan shipments and ;fa1r exhibits t removal goods, 
. . \. 

gifts and' goods in transit @ 

The jdifferences resulting from these two ~efinitions are insignificant. 
) 

Both in :the case of imports and exports, the value chosen is the 
'j . .. . • . 

foreigntr-ade,price of the goods including freight and ancillary 
. c~s~s u~ to the fron~ierof the delivering _6ountry (fob)~ 

! 

The ldata' in 'rubles' are based' on an exchange' rate of 100 rubles = 
j .' '. 

112 :US:"'Dollar, the clearing dollar b-eing 4 .. 20 DM (East), 1 OO._~J,lbles , 
tlh.u~ being about 470 m;( (East). (See Statistical Yearbook of the 
"~DRII 1964 ~ . .A~ne~ II' ~ In't~r~atio~~l' Su;vey's, page 68) o. 

',,; '. . ' 

1) ~ee' fables 34 to 70', 
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Table 1 Resident Population in the Soviet Zone of Germany 

according to Age Groups and Sex in 1958 and 1963 per 31 December. 

-

A~ Groups Male Tctal Male Female Total ----, Female 

1258 1963 1958 1963- 1958 1962____ 1958 1963 192~_..J5l6 3 1 958 11-.~ 
absolute number 

".-,----~---

Perc e'ntag:~,,-,-, __ ~ ___ _ 

Less than 1 year old 
1 to 3 years 
3 to 6 years 
6 t,: 10 years 
10 to 14 years 
14 to 15 years 
15 to 18 years. 
18 to 21 years 
21 to 25 years 
25 to 30 years 
30 to 35 years 
35 to 40 years 
40 to 45 years 
45 to 50 years 
50 to 55 years 
55 to 60 years 
60 to 65 years 
70 to 75 years 
15 years andover 

262,916 293,666 
523,629 580,443 
809,773 ' 811 ,158 

1,028,773 1,040,1BO 
696,523 1~048,494 
231,672 221,614 
797,711 516,288 
909,477 62 3,5 28 

1,068,1,03 1,098,612 
1,058,~29 1,304,119 

976,}42 1,030,701 
985,3'77 947,169 
702,~83 '950,462 

1, 220,~~49-, 670,981 
1,333,~19 1,158,034 
1,289,4:58 1,248,050 
1,089,6:29 1,170,667 

687,9"68 706,151 
, , [ , 

,-743,1;2'1 822,704 

135,156 
268,551 
415,674 
526,395 
353,280 
120,245 
406,165 
459,383 " 
541,556 
512,781 
409,361 
373,402 , 
264,902 
479,558-
567,336 
564,806 
440,163 
278,550 
300,447 ' 

150,649 
297,663 
415,756 
533,2,12 
537',227 
112,801 
262,252 
314,070 
553,828 
660,862 
499,861 
397,291 
360,152 
25 2 ,6 24 
453,1 67 
526,228 
504,059 
268,140 
316,531 

127,760 
255,078 
394,095 
502,378 
343,243 
117 ,"427 
391,546 
450,094 
52 6,547 
545,448 
'566) 981 
611,975 
437,781 
741,291 
765,883 
724,u52 
649,466 
409,418 
442,674 

.143,017 
282,780 
395,402 
506 1 968 
511,267 
108,813 
254,036' 
309,458 
544,784 
643,257 
530,840 
549,818 
590,310 
4'18,357 
704,867 
721,822 
666,608 
438,011 
506,173 

1,5 
3~0 

- 407 
5,,9 
4.0 

, 1,,4 
4.6 
5? 3, 
6.2 
6.1 
5;6 
507 
4u1 
7.1 
7.7 
7,4 
6.3 
4.0 
4.} 

1.7 
3.4 
4.7 
6,,1 
6.1 
1 .3 
3.0 
3.6 
6,,4 
7.6 
6.0 
5.5 
5.5 
3.9 
6,c 7 
7.3 
6.8 
4.1 
4.8 

1,7 1.,9 
3.5 3.8 
5.3 5.3 
6.8 6 0 9 
4.5 6,9 
1.5 '1.5 
5·2 3.4 
5.9 '400 
7,0 7.; 1 
6.6 8 0 5 
5.3 6.4 
4.8 '5~1 
3.4 \ 4~6 
6.2 '3.3 
7.3 5~8 
7.3 6.,8 
5.76.5 
3.6 3.4 
3.9' 4.1 

103 
207 
4< 1· 
5.3 
3.6 
1.2 
4~1 

4,·7 
5.5 
5.7 
5.9 
_6.5 
4¢6 
7.9 
8.0 
7.6 

, 6.8' 
4.3 
4.6 

1.5 
3.0 
4,,2 
5.4 
5@4 
1 .2 
2<7 
3.) 
5.8 
6.8 
5',6 
5 ~ 9 I 

6,.3 VI 

" 4.4 
7.5 I 

7·7 
7.1 
4.7 
5.4 

Total 17,311,707 1%181,083 7,769,816 7,784,482 '9,54~,891 9,396,601 1tiO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100®0 

Source: ·Statistical Yearbook of the, "DDR" 1958, p. 23 and 1964, p. 502 

co 
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Table 2: Composiiion of the Gross National Product i~ the 

S'~viet'Zone of Germany,1958-1~63 

Economic Se.ctor 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963· 1958 1959 

In million DM-East 

Agric:u1 ture and 
8;80,0 ' 10.6 Forestry . 8,540 8,700 8,,900 8,120 9,220 9@9 

Indust~y 1) . 41 ,-900 46,99.0 49,84.0 52,240 53,720 55,500 52 ... 1 . . 53.4 
: 

Build:i,.":q.g industry 3~140 4,41.0 4;610 4,690, . 4,9.00 4,800 4.6 " 5.0 • 
(incl~ancillary crafts 

Producing crafts 
4,460 4,680 (without building 3,910 4,200 4,310 4,120 4 .. 9 4.,8 

,trades) 

,Transport 3,710 . . 3,-850' . },950 . 4,110 3,900 4,340 4.6 4.4 

Trade and commerce' ' 5,530 5,1'00 5,030 5,170 . 5,806 ,5,130 . 6,,9 5~8 

~anks and insuranc~ . 1,770 2,000 . 2,110 2, ~80 2,320 2,360 2.2 2 .. 3 

Housing 1 ,840 1,850 1,810 . 1,900 1,930 1',990 2 .. 3 2 .. 1 
.. 

Governmental '7,740 9,1.00 9,900 1Q,670 10,950 1.1,200 9.,6 10,,3 

Miscellaneous services, 1 , 730' 1,730 1,800 . '1,77.0 1,960 1,900 .. 2,,2 ' 2.0 

Gross 'National 
80,410 87,930 92,320' 96,090 98,280 101', J 60 100.0 100.0 

Product 

....;,; 

1960 1961' 1962 . j963 
" , • ;,' ! . 

In per cent. 

9@6 9 ® 1 8@3 9.1 

54 .. 0 54-4 54.6 J 54 .. 8. 

'5.0 '·4 .. 9 5' .. 0, ·4.7 

4.7 4 .. 6 4.8 4 .. 7 

4d 4 .. 3 4 .. 0 4 .. 3 

5 .. 4 ,5.4 ·5 .. 9 5 :1 

2.3 2.;4 ' .. 2 .. .3 2.3 

2,,0 2.0 2 •. 0 2.0 

10e'7 11.1 11 .. 1.' . 11-.1 

2.0 . 1 .. 8. 2.0 1.9 

100.0 100 • .0 100 .. 0 100.0 

...". 

1) Including the .estimated production of the '~German-Soviet Company Wismut" '.' (uranium ore mining) and armament manufacturers 
"which are not included in Soviet-zonal. statistics. . 

Source:' Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR,i 1964, p .. 32, and unpublished preliminary estimates of the Ge~~n Institute 
. for Economic Research, Berlin, concerning' industry (ar,mamentmanufacturers and. uranium ore minirig) and the 

sectors "Banks and Insurance", "Housing", "Governmental" and "Miscellaneous services" for 195'8 to 1962 
based on the "System of National Accounts" of the United Nations" In the light of more recent· official data 
the Research· Office for All-German Economic and Social Questions, Bonn, modified~· the 1962 figures regarding 
the "material" sector and calculated the 1963 data for all economic sectors. The data on services contained 
in the official. data on the contrib';'tion of the various economic branches of the' "material" sector have 
been eliminated on the basis of estimates" 
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Tabie 3: 

----~~--~----~----~.-----------~--------------~--~----~--------~--
~ 950· t958 1936 1939 ,,1944 

<geht:ra:l G~rmany(inciudingEast ,Berlin) . 
:a) Total Net Production . 
, 

".' i ") 
and' enersry' a ',' 

. ' '0 ' 
. . 

indus tty 

Consu'Ll~r,'goods industry i 

Food products .. industry 

. ' .100 

100 

,100 

~100 

100 

100 

13Q' 

180 

120 . 
142 

66 

131·, 

; l' 41 
• ".!' 

237 

93 
• 

1 01 

27 

~ 145 

1 

! 

103 

9~ 
80 

61; 
: (50) 

82 

without,building industry 
. ,:'.;.7 .. -
\~. - .. ir; 

145 157 100 85 
b> ,b) Net Production per capita 

Basicindu~try, ) 
incluqing mining ~nd·ener·,gya::. 
Investment goods industriy 

~ Consumer goods industry: 

~ , Food. products industry' , 
~ BU,i Iding indu$ try .' ~ a . " 
~ Total industry a). 
U including building. indust:ry 
~ 

100 125 

,100 174 

100·· 116· 

100 ·137 

100 64, 

100 132 

135 91 
I', 

228 82" 

9.0 70 
/ 98 54; 

26 
, 

44,: 
.. 
; 

140 
... I 
721 

2:: without bU,ilding industry 

U 
~, 

~ ... 

100 1 40 1 51 75: 
Wes.tern.Germany (wi thout.Berlin): 
a) Total· Net Production :': 

~ Basic ifidustry i) 
l:2'-"rA~9r~,~,q,ir;~, {,1,P;inihg and ene'rgya, 
""""' I • J I 'r. ... ... 11-1 I. I •• II. ' 

I Investment g?ods indu~t~y·. 

~ Consumer goods industry:' 

S Fo6d pr6d~cts ~ndustry 
~ Building industry 
~ 

j , , 

100 120, ' 

100 158 

100 104 

100 134 

100 80 

134 :109: 
216 i11 31 . 

82 ,113; 
: i 

10q :108;, . 

'30 ;111 

1962 

! 

:173 207 

:207 288 

:124 145 
;120 129 
; 85 107 ; 

148 ',' 184 

:155. , 192 

'161 196 

193 . 272 
I 

~15 137 

~ 12 122' 
.> . 

79 . 101 
, 

138 174 
144, 181 

~, 

?10 286 

306 425 

?09 263 

219 252 

?02 286 

U 
~ 
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1950 1958 1962 
--------------.~--~~~----~----~--------~--~-~--~-~~----~,----

, Total industry ,~)', , '., 100 123129 111 .232°) ~ 06 c) 
including building in~ustry > 
without building industry , 100126 ·137, 

" "b Y'ite""t"pr6ai.r6"t~i,on::~er c,api ta ~) 
Basic industri ' ) 
including mining and en'ergy~ , 
Investment goo~~ induitry 
Consumer goods 'industry 
Food,products industry 
Building indu$try 

Total indu,stry a), ,," 
including~uildiri~ industry' 
without building industry 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

,Joo 
100 

117' 

153 

101 

130 

78 

119 

:122 

130 ' 

'209 

80 

103 

29 

125 
133 

111 233 

89 158 

, 92 230 

92 157 

88 164 

91 152 

91" 174-

91 175 

306 

204, ' 

,303 
188 

',180 

,204 

218 

218 

a) For 1939 and 1944 without energy, industry ~ b) For 1944 caiculated 
~ccording tQ ~939 p6pula~ion figures - c) Building-industry included 
according to the weighting of 1950@ 

Source: Bruno Gl·ai tze "The lndustryof the Soviet Zon~ ,under the ,Failing' 
Seven-Year Plan" ~ ,p@ 22, published by Duncke::r & Humblot, 
Berlin '1964 
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Table 4: , Industrial Gross Production in th~ So;riet Zone . . . 1) , 
by Sectors and Selected Branches ~n F~xed Plann~ng Pr~t:'e~,.. 

1958 1963 ' " , t 

___ '. ____ , _~.i~_ .~ ... 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 

. ' 
"} .. ~: 

-~--~-~--------- --~--- '~'-""-',-. ..-....-
a) in million DM-East :,' 

Basic products industry 2) ,17,148 18,869' 20,203 21,521 22,89323,948" 

Metal process'ing1ndustry ,3) 17',806 21,252 23,585 25',228 27,584 29,630 

Light indUs,:i;;ry,4) ,13,159·· 14,727 15,514 16 f 272 - 11,10416,950 

Food products industry 8,901 2,333 10,129 10,526 10;529' '10,9?i 
Total industry 57,015' ,64,181 69.430 73~548 78~110 81,~,91 

of which 

Mining 2,616 2,699 2,699 , 2,730 2,873 2,980 
Metallurgy 3,729 4,135 . 4,577 4,826 5,,002 ' 5,073 
Chemical industry 8,177 9,744 10,470 11,302 12,176 12,982 
Mechanical sngineering 5,871 7,089 - , 7 ,~no 8,715 9 f 608 10,078 
Vehicle construction 3',853" 4" A63 A,831 5,098 5;341 6,O,,~3 , 'r .: 

Electrical industry 3,964 4,840 5,501 '5,923 6,155 7,182 
Precision and optical in~ustry , 1,162 1,340 1,438 1,508 1,657 1,802 
Textile and clothing industry 7,613 8,439 8,753 9,099 9,519 9,313 
Glass and ceramics industry 738 · , 833 899 948 1,003 1,041 

b) in~ per cent. 
. 2) , . . 

Bas~c products industry 30@1 : 29.4 ,29.,1 ,29.,3 29®3 ·29.4 
" 3) " 

Metal proce,ssing industry 31.2. ,33.1 34~O 34d 35.3 36®4 
Light indus,tx-y 4) 23,.' 1 ":23," 0 22.:5 ' 22.1 21 ® 9 20 ~ 8 

Food products'1ndustry 15~6 14~5. . ,14;'6 14.3 13$5 13.4' 

Total industry , 100@0 100@0100.,0 100.0 '100.0 100.,0 

-.J 

~I~~ 
J~jo CD 

'U 1-3, 

" !:tJ ...A. H 
J::'" 0 
0:> 1-3 

'J ''''':" .~. <ti. • tz:j 
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Tabl~ ~ ci7d'®-

. --" 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 19b3 

Total. industry b) in. per cent. 

of which 

Mining' 4.6 4.2 
, 

3,.;'8 3.7 3~T' 3.7 
6.5 6.4 6.6 6.6· 6.2 Metallurgy . 6.4 

... Chemi.cal industry .. 15.4 15.2 15'.'1 15@4 15.6:· 15'.9 
.'. Me,chanicaL engineering 1 O~ .. ) - -. .. . '11 .. 0'- 1"1 ~4 1-1.8- .. --1-2'~-3" .... . +2.-4 
.Vehi.cle .. const'ruction 6.8 7.0 7.0 6.9· -~ . 6.8 7 ,.., o't 
Elect~ical i~dustry ~ .. 7.0 7 .. 5 7.9 .. 8.1 8.6 8 .. 8 
Precision'and ,optical industry :s.o 2.1 2.1 2.1 . 2 .. 1 2.2 
Textile and clothing industry 13.4 13 ~.1 12.6 12 .. 4 12.2 11...4 , . -

1.3 '1.3 Glass and ceramics industry 1.3 L3 - 1 (03' 1.3 

1) . Confirmed. individual fixed prices 'or, fixed )lIliform polan prices for certain 'prbductsor groups of produc'ts 
·based on manufacturing prices .per 1 January 1955,. , ,.; 

. 2)~; Including coal and .public utili tyservices' for power and ga's., 

, 3) rITechani~al- engineering; vehicle c'onstructio'n, .shipbu'ilding, foundrie-s and:fo"rges, metal goods industry; 
,_ ... _._~.~~~.~t'rical ;industry, precisi:on' .a.n.d optical" industry of ; , 

. 4)-Wooden and cultural products industry, textile industry·, clo"thing and sewing 'products, leather, sh()e and fur 
· .. ,-.--'--Tii<Iustry, "-ptrltp'and: -paper'indust·ry, --f)ol..y-B';roaphi4.· i.ndus.try ,glas s .. {!.nd~:Q~r!3-..lA~.9,S i.~.d.~§..ir;y:® . .: 

S our,c e·: Statis~ical Xearbook of the"DDR" .1960/61, p~ :302/0~; '1962. p®' 282/83; '1964 p~: '1'3~/3i-:'-'"'-'- ... -. ---". -

,,: .. -~."-'-" .. - " ... 

~. ;-... " :~. - :-

.:! .~ . -.... , 

.. 
'~'-- .... ,. ~ . ''' .. ' ...... -. --, ...... ~ . - .. - .. '." 

.. _. --"'-"- ~ .. -.".-.-~ - . -----;------ .-... .-, 
," ~-"'-' -_." ._,-:-.-. -_." .. 

I. 

0> 
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Table 5: Structural Development of Agriculture in Central Germany 

, ( ) 1) according to the Number of Farms more than 0.5 ha usable area ' 

- in 1,000 -

category of Farm , 
(si,~e l:!cgord_i!lg to usable area) 1939 19462Y- ~9A92G950~1952 1953 1957 1959 1960' 1961 1962 1963 

People's-owned ·farms ~ 0.6 
(559) , 

0.6 
(614) 

0.6 
{562) 

0@6 0.7 0.7 
, (577) (688), (669) 

0.6 
(641) 

0.6 
;( 634) 

0.6 
(618)' , 

" 

Other nationalized farms • 32.1 27.8 35n 19.0 13~6 9.4 . 8,8 '. 8.4 8.0 

Agricultura.l prodJ;iction co- - .,. 5.4 6.3 9.619 .. 3 18 .. 9:1'~®9 
o;peratives 

16~5 

Horticultural pfod~ction co-, 0 .. 3 0.3 0.4 0.4 
-< • • 
"'P~rati.v:e8 

TotE1:1 "'soc:lalist·" 'sector', .... 32'.7 28.4' ,. 41.7" '25'.9' 23.9' 29;.7 28.6 26~3' . 25.5' 
============:=;=~=::=======~=========~=============:::=========.=:::;:=======---======:::=============='--=========;::===:=:::;~========.= 
Total private sector 572.3 745~4 770.2. . 855$ 6 831,.2· 737.3 678.9-34~.1 30~2 28.,2 19 .. 9 ·17 .. 4 

of. which: ' " 

0.5 up to 1 ha j) '1,18,.2-137.4. 151 .5 237.7 251',,3 2~7®2' 239d ... ~ .. - ,iI 

LO up 'to 5 ha 201.,9 194~6' 198.6 198.7 1 ,80~4 169.9 159.6 130.7 Ii .' 
5 up to 10 ha ' ,93.9 235.3 256.8 252.6 , 240.9· 196,,0' ,169: .. 7 119.7 .. . s' 

10 up to20ha: 95.2 118.4 115.9 119.0 113.2 95.3 84·7 68.4 " .' 
20 up to 50 ha ). 4.8.6 50:9) 46.7 43.3 41,,5 27.6 22.5 16.8 .. .' s' 

50 ' up .to 100 ha) • 8~1 7 ",,6) 4.3 . 3.;9 1 .. .3 1.1 0.7 $ * 
l' 00 ha and" more 6~3 1.2 0.7 , .. 
Independentfal'.'m~, ,owned 
by the churches4 ,,' e .; 

"' 
2.0 1 ® 2 

1) :B'ori 939 ~nd 1949 a.ccording to the agricultural, Gensus, for ,.the other years accord,ing to the:soil utilization surveys 
made in June of each year. , 

'2),No 'data, can beta;ken from the. offiCial statistics for 1946 and 1949 conc~rning fa:t;"IDs' of the "socialist ~cctor". 
3) Farms wi tIl and without commercial horticulture", ' " 
4) The church-owned farms are inc'luded in the 1939 statistics in the breakdown according to size, in the figures for 

J 9.50 to 1955 amone the other nationalized farms •. For the other years there are no data in the official.statistics. 

S9urces: . 1939 and 1949': St~tisti;aiYe-~~b'~ok 'ofthe,iDDR'; "1957;, " 
1.94-b:: Sto.tis't'fcaTTile·s-Of' theD'VVK (unpublished: 'restricted material) 1949. 
1950~1963:. Statistic'al Yearbook of the uDDR" 1964 • .. ."oi' 
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Table 6: Structural Development of Agriculture in Central German;>, 

according to -the prop.ortiori of the VaFiotlsFarm GategoTie's in the· Us$.ble: Agricultural Area ,1 

Category of' Farm '1939 1950, 1952 1953 19'55 1956', ~959- 1960 , 1961 4)' ,~9'63 
.. . ... '; 

. Percentag~ of agrJ9ul tural usable area of Central;- Germany ~;~ 

People's ovmed estates (VE.G) , 6.1 6 $ 2" , 6~ 3 ; ,:': .6. 4 

Total"s'ocialist,l1sector 5.7' 6.8 ~.26eO 27 .. ) '30~4 48.2 91.9 92,.7,' 93.6 

Total private secto:r ' 100 .. 0 94.3 93.2 74",0 72*7 69~6_ 51.8' 8 .. 1 7 ~ 3 " 6.4 ' 

Breakdown accor~±ng tQ s:ize 2~ 
--------.:. -'" ----------

up -to 1 , ha -, 1.,4 6.4 7.0 7.,0 7~3 '1.4 6,.9 ' , '6 .. 4 .. 
1 up to 5 ha 7.8 8.2 8«0 7",7 7*5 7.4 ' 5.9 

1*0 5 ,up to 10- ha 10",6 29.6 30.,0 24.,6 24., 1 22.9 15.3' , ~ ~ -

'10 up to. 20 ha, ,21 .. 1 25.1 25.1 21.1 20 .. 6 19.8 15.5 O~3 ,- , .. -. 
20 up to ,50. ha 22.4 20.2 1903 12 .. 4 11 .. 9 10.8 7.4' 0.2 50 up to 100 ha , 8.4 4. 2 '3.8 -r .. 2 ' 1.3 ' 1 .1 ' 0.6 ~ ~ 

more than 100 he ) / 28.3 - ,. 
Church-dwned fa-rms 3 

" : ® .. 0" 0.2 0.2 0.2 ., 
1) For 1939 according' to the agricultural c-ensus (territory of today's "DDR"); for the other years according to the 

soil utilization surveys made 1.n June 'of each year .... 2) According to .the usable agricultural area. . , ' , 
3) The chur'cn-o'wned farms are included in I the 1939 breakdown according to size in the figures for 1950 to 1,955 among 

tho othel" nationalized and public farms. For the other years there are no data in the official statistics .• 
4)- As per 31 December 1961 .. In the absence of statistical material it is impossible to give detailed data for ,the 

private sector after 1961. - 5) 0.2 % horticultural production co-operatives. ' 

S,ourco: Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1956 to 1964. 
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Tabelle 7: 

,1 1. 

Bread grain 

Fodder grain 

Total grain 

Oilseeds 

Legumes 

Potatoes 

Sugar beets 

(Vlhi te sugar) 

'NATO RESTRICTED 
ANNEX te 
ACZ8g-WP/148 

,Production of.field Gl'ops.in,the Sovle'l:i Zone, , 
(!~hchtding ahmJalflucttiat'~~:n}s,:+ = :increase, 

= dec,rease 

compa!ed with the year befo~e) 
in '1,000 t 

, 1.959' ., t960 , 1'961 , 1962 

3,503.2 

2:,44A @ ~ 

5';,947.6 ' 

195. 1 

21.7 

12,435.7 

'4,6598 2 

3,582,.3 2,54~*8,3,041~3 

, +,'79 ,1 ..:. 1', 03 9 @5 "+ 4 9 8. '5 

" 

. 2 ~ 7,96.7 ,2,2998,9 
+ 3 52~) - 496@8 

6,379.0. '4,842~6 
+ 431.4 -1~536,.4 

" 

195.0 179@3 
0.1 - 15.7 

'33-,.4 35 • .4 ' 

+ 11 ., 7 + 2.0 

14,820.7 8,429~6 

+2,385.0 -6,39 1 • 1 

6,837.0 4,656.7 
+2,17788 -2,180@3 

680.1 
49,,4 + 

733~4 

53·~ 3 

'2~89~~3 

+ 595.4 

5~936®6 

+1,094@4 

183.6 
+ 4.3 

43.7 
+' 8.3 

13,284 .. 0 
+4,854.4 

+ 
4,969.9 

3'13,.2 

659.2 
74 .. 2 

2,955,.2 
,- 81 @1 

2,578.0 

- 317.) 

5,535.8 
400.8 

138. 1 
45.5 

33.5 
10.5 

12,886.1 
- 397.9 

6,176.3 
,+1,206.4 

+ 

- . 

. ' 
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Table 17 

Social income"i,n the Soviet 40ne and in the Federal Republic 
of ~~rma.ny per head'of 'the' population 

" (in TIM-East and TIM-West) 1') , 

Types of income . 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 _.'-. - _. ... . 1.-'- ••• , .... - .• ~.~ .. ~.c....... .. _,-. 

Old age, disability~ Soviet Zone 1) 

accident and survivors' 
insurance 2) 258 287 305 316 324 
Health insurance casb, 
payments 3) ~5 61 70 71 74 

War victims' pensions 15 15 14 13 12 

Other services 4) 48 79 82 37 91 

Total 376 . 442 471 487 501 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Old age, disability, 
accident and survivors' 
insurance 5) 393 410 440 479 512 

Health insurance cash 
payments 3) 46 48 56 63 70 
War victims' pensions 60. 57 64 70 68 
Other services 6) , 120 118 104 102 119 

Total 619 633 664 . 714 769 

1 ) 

.f 

"' ,.. 
.1;-

1)Soviet Zone incl. East Berlin; ~ederal Republic incl. Berlin (West)!: 
from 1960 incl. Berlin(West) and the Saar. 

2) Incl'8 "old age insurance of the Intelligentsia" 

3) Sickness p~~m<:lnts ~ out-p,atients t allowance and pocket money; 
cash payments as maternity benefits and death benefits. 

4)Social security and. unemployment relief payments, from 1958 incl. 
national children's and family allowances. 

~)Including civil servants' retirement pensions and pen~ions under Art;1 
of the Basic Law without equalisation of burdens, war damage pensions 
and restitution payments@ 

"6) Socials ecuri ty and unemployment relie·f payments, child.ren I sallowance 
equalisation of burdens payme~ts etc. 

Source: German Institute for Economic R~sBarch, Weekly Report of 
30 August 1963 (No.35), p@ 160 
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Table 9: Sovtet-zonal Apimal Production' 

NATO RESTRICTED 
ANNEX '~ 
ACZ89~VvP 1148 

(including annu~l fluctuations: + = increas!3, 

compared with the, year before) 
in 1 ,.000. t 

'1959 1960 1961 

Slaughter animals 
(incl® fowl 
live weight) 1,266@4 1,362 .. 7 1 ,406" 8 

+ 96~3 + 44 .. 1 

of which 

Pigs " 800 .. 8 842 .. 6 844,10 7 
+" 4} .. 8·+ 2 ~ 1 

Cattle (without fat) 298~9 353:$3, 389 .. 7 

~ 

~, 
~ a 
~ 
u 
~ 
t--I 
Q 

U 
::s 

9alves 

Fowl 

Others 

~ Total milk production 
~ (cow and goat milk) 
~ calculated on a 3.5% 

I fat content basis 
Q 
~ 
t--I 
~ 

62 .. 4 

~ 54~4 36 .. 4 

-+ 

+ 

22 ... 8 

15 .. 0 

73 .. 2 
10 .. 8. 

70'$8 
4~3 

+ 

+ 

6 , 1 44 e 7 6, 011 .. 9, 5 , 854 *9 
- 13'2.8'- 157~,o 

= decrease 

'1'962 

1 ,225,,6 

- 181,,6 

671,,7 
173.0 

393,,9 
+ 4 .. 2 

21 ~ 1 

9 .. 6, . 

80·,,9 
+ 0.9 

57.6 
4" 1 

5,42487 
- 430.2 

'1963 ' 

1,346,,3 

+ 121 .. 1 

813.0 

+ 141-.3 

365.0 
28.9 

,20.4 

- , 0 .. 7 

88 .. 5 
+ 7,,6 

59.3 
+ 1;.7 

5,773.1 
+ 348 .. 4 

\~ 

'.' 

".,.. 

-' 

t--I 
~ 
~ 

--------------.----~~~~--------------.-------------~--------

j 
U 
~ 
Cl 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of the.":D:DR", P* 303 and 305 .. 
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i . Table '10: 

Bread grain 

Fodder' grain 

Total grain 

Oilseeds··· 

Legumes 

, Potatoes 

Sugar heets 

, " 

NATO,RESTRleTEB 
TNNEXt~ . 

ACL89"';WP!148 
Net.Yields.of,the Most Important Crops in 100 kg/ha 

. . 

(according' to' the official data. of the. Sov.iet:",·zonal 

agricul tural statistics ~ not comparable v'li th the yield 

pe.r ha in the Federal Repub'iic) 1} , " 

1959 1960, . 1961 . 

23'~9'""-26@3". ,2L1 

. 2 5 ~1 2:9 ~ 2 ';'; . ;2;2 " 3,'" 
" 

24.4 27.5:.' 21~7 

1 3 ~ 7 . ·1 4 .. 4 '13 .5 

9.4 '" .12~4 13~4 . 
": . ';'. ~ 

161,,3 ':{9;2 *4 

198.9\' .287@6 
_ ....... :.1.."-; < : 

123 .. .7 

,213@8 , 

1962 '. 1963 

24@6 23.7 

28 .. 6 26.0 

26 .• 4 24.7 

14@4 11 * 2 

14.8 11 .6 

179.0 172.6 

213 .. 8 266 .. 0 

Source:' Statistical Yearbook" of the ','iDDRII 1964,p ® 268. 

1) Since the ~etbod applied" in the Soviet Zone ,for the' calculation of. 

agricultural yields i~ dif£er~nt from.thatap~1ied in Westefn count~ies, 
the,d~ta of the Soviet-zon~i agriculturalstatistic~ require adjustment 

J _ " ':. 

if theY-are, to~e compared.1:vith pre~war data. or, the data conc~rning 

the Federal ~epublic of,Germany .. 'After this adjustment has ~een made 

it' is seen that ,the yield level fpr :tield crops in the Soviet Zone is 
, . ~ .' ", . I .. , . - .... . -" • . ". . -

clearly below the pre-war level, while it has risen consid.erably in 

the Federal Republic 'during the same period ®'The average g~ain yield " 

in the Soviet Zone debreasedfrom '23 .. 9 "kg)h~ i~ 1935/38 t'o 21 .. 5 kg/ha 

iri1956/61,. while' in ;the Federal Republic·' the~e was an increase during 

the sameperi~d from 22@4 kg/:Q.a to 27 •. 9 kg/ha:.. The potato yield iri the 

Soviet Zone decr,eased during that 'periO,d fro'm 194 .. 3 kg/ha to 157 -kg/ha; 

in the' Fed~ral Republ.i~' it increased,fr~m' 18'5 kgjha_ to, 226 kg/ha'@ . -

Sugarbaet ~hows a ~imilar cie~elpp~ent: a fall-off in the Soviet Zon~ 
from 3o.1®~ ,kg/ha to 24988 kg/ha~ il1creas~ in~t~eFederal Republic from 

. .-"" , 

317*3 kg/ha \io,381"J kg!ha® ,The relative' average yield in the Soviet 
" '- - . 

Zone in the six years from 1956 to 1961 compared with that in the' 

Federal,Republic w~s as follows: grain,77 ~~ potatoes 70%, 

sugarbeet 66%. Yield calculation methods have SlPpare.p.tly been changed 

~fter 1962.' H9wev~r" no details aie availa~le so far and it has there

fore not been possible to adjust the data. 

NATO RESTRICTED 
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Table 11 ~ Huml:rer's, of ~rracto~s 1): and Major Mech:apical Equipment 2) 
,'., ' 

in . th~ SOViE~t Zone 

. , . 
Tractors 

total' , 

in ·r.elation .to 15 KP, 
per draw hqok 

Reapers and h.inders 

, . 
Combine~ harvesters 

Potato plant'ers 

,1960 

70,'566 

88,038 

19,351 

(119.7) 

6,,4Q9 
.. '{361,* 5) 
:', .'-

, 7~ 217 
'(12d@6)' 

Oomb{~ed potat6 hatveste~~6;38~: 
(12Q@'6 ) 

~ -: . . 
',', ..... 

Combined beet harvesters , 3; 66'5 . 
." . . .... 
'(,p4,@ 9) 

1961 .. 

89,882 

114,625 

19,478 
(114.6) 

9,180 
. (243*1) .' 

9~ 149, 
, ,.'.( 74.,,5 ) 

10,253 
,. 

:( 66@5) 

4,116 
,( 52@9) 

1962. " ,. , J 963 

99,883 1 i 1 2'26 , . 

126,027 138,963 

18,843 18,548 
(119@2) .. (120.,6) 

11,380 12,849 

'(197.,3) (174.2) 

'8,981, . ,'1 ;852 ' 

.(S2@6), . -(9 5 .l) 

10',80,1' 17,841 
( 68;7 ) ( 41 @9 ) 

4,533 . 4,802 
( 5·1 @3 ). ( 48@3) 

1 ) 'When calculated iil r,elati'on to the usable . agr'iculturai area" motor 

traction - expressed in .tractor.,HP "':in the Soviet Zone is only 

one third and,when,Calcula:tedin relation ,to' theara,hle . land, only 

. one .fourthofthe ,tractor ;power' available in the Fe'deral Republic. 

2)Thefigures giyen,inbraCket~()b~lo~ the total numbers indicate 

how many hectares of land mus,t be worke¢! by one machine. 

Source 

l. . 

Statistical Yeatb'ook of'the"D])R'" 1964,' P '. 253'. 

,'" ',., 
'r .,", 

, .. ,' .; 1...: ; 
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" 

Table 12 : Suppli'es of, Min~ral Fertilizer in the Soviet' Zone 
in ,1,000 t of~pJre nutritional ~ubstanc~ , 

t' (followed in brackets by kg per ha of usable 
i 

Nitrogen (N) 

.), ( • i 

Lime (CaO) 

~gricultural ar$a) 

1958/59 ' ; 1959/60 ,~:, 1'960/61 

,226.2 

(35.2) 
_ 242,@4. 

, (37.7) 

214@8,,·,1 :209~7 
(33.4) (32 .. 7) 

5'11 ., 6 

(79 ot 6) 

784 ® 2 ' . 
(122 .. 0) 

499,,4 
(.77 .. 8) 

819'" 6 
:(127.,6) 

245,,6 
(38.3) 

'225 .. 0 

(35 .. 1 ) 

500,,7 
(78.0) 

'75,1.8 
(117.1) 

1961/62 , 

210.7 
(33.0) 

466.2 

(72.9) 

. SOurce :' Statistical Yearb'ook of the ,ItDDR" 1964, p .. 267 
'" .' , 

, .... 

: . 

. "<:.- ' 

: ~ . 

" , 

1962/63 

222"J 

(34.9 ) 

524 .. 6 
(82 .. 3) 

884 .. 1 

(138.8) 
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Table 13: Number of People Gainfully Employed in Central Germany 

(Without Apprentices) by E.coTl,Orr;i9 B;ranc.hes 

19581r-----1359fj 1-96()2)- 1961 2)-- '19622) '1963 2) 

Indusin-y 3) 

Building industry including 
ancillary crafts 

Producing crafts (without, 
'building trade) 

Agricul ture,~ fores'try and "I"IIT .... +_ .... nu. "'1;;;.J.. 

2,940 

448 

462 

economy ,1,524 

Tro.nsport 

Post and Telecommunications 

390 

126 

Trade and Commerce 880 

Sectors outside material production5)1,410 

Total 

plus apprentices 

'I~dustry 3) 

BUilding industry including 
ancillary crafts 

Producing crafts (without 
building trade) 

Agriculture, forestry and water 
economy 

Transport 

Post· and Telecommunications 

Trade and Commerce 

Sectors out s'ide material roduction5) 
Tot?l 

r- '" I\> 

8,180 

406 

'", 

35.9 

5.5 

5.7 

18.6 

4.8 
1 .5 

10.8 

17.2 
100.0 

a) in 1,000 

21 938 2,927 

450 455 

435 414 

1,448 

389 
12.4 
884 

1,544 

8,212 

359 

1',36:6 

393 
)28 

892 

1,606 

8,181 

307 

b) in perc-ent. 

35.835.8 
5.5 5.6 

5.3 5.0 

11.6 

4.1 
1.5 

10.8 

18.8 

100.0 

16.7 

4.8 
L6 

10.9 

'19.6 

100.0 
,J 

2,900' 

442 

402 

1,381 

. 

399 
133 
904 

1,660 

.8,,2,22 

247 

35.,3 
5.4 

4.9 

16.8 

4.8 
1.6 

1LO 

20.2 

100~ 

. , 

2,869 

456 

404 

1,392 

389 
136 

882 

1,693 

8,221 

260 

',\ 

34.,9 
5.,5 

4.9 

16.9 

4.8 
1 .7 

10.1 
20,,6 

100;0 .' 
.~- ... 

". / 

2,870 ' 

458 

395 

1,3604) 

388 
133 

864_ 

1,708 

8,17 6 

299 

35.1 

'5.6 

4.8 

16.6 4) 

4.8 
. 1 .6 

10.6 

20. 

100.0 
:'!!- .~ .. 

-" 
-.J 

I 

OJ 
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Lable 1 ~ ctd~_ .,' 

.. 

1) As per 31 December 

2) As per 30 September 

3) Including estimated figures ',for uraniuin ore mining, armnmentsindustry, pris-oners ® 

4) Including the non-working ,members 'of production co--operdtives not shown inthestati.stics , 
whCl'wereestimated at 100,000 in 19638 ' :. .' , . 

5)In~+~ding the .os'timated figure.~ for soldiers, members of the ,police etc.; as from 1961 
including estimated figure's of people ~mployed by "s,9cial organizations". 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1964', p" 42 and 47 
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DECLASSIFIED c- PUBLIC DISCLOSURE I DECLASSIFIE -l\flSE EN LECTURE PUBLIQUE 
Table 14~ Investments in the Soviet Zone, 1958 - 1963 

, 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 

In Million DM-East 

I@ Gross investment in fixed 
ass~ts based on S9Jiet- 12,124 )4,105 15,571 15,575 15,862 16,721 
zonal statistics 

1 .. GovernmentSector 

a) Industry and 
building industry 

9,000 ")360 12,200 12,760 13,060 14;340 

5,277 6,215 6~889 7,380 7,394 8,570 

b) Agriculture, forestry 
and water 876 1,1781,329 1,311 1,294 1,151 

c) Transport, PTT 

d) Other sectors 

2. Non-government 

JI C:CA 
1,:.1:.1'+ 

2,091 

sector2 )2,320 

.... 0 0... ~ r"\", ~ 

I,VU/,I,'7 I '+ 

2,086 2,064 

2,150 3,370 

2,087 

1,979 

2,820 

1,898 

2,.4 70 

2,800 

1 ,9,11 

2,707 

2,380 

II., Replacement investments in 
the.so-871led non-material 
sector 

800 900 1,000 1 , 100 1 , 100 1 ,1 00 , 

T?tal gross investments in 12 920 15 010 16,570 16,680 16,960 17,820 
flxed assets " 

Inventory :l:!lvestments 4) .3,320 . ..1..010 .1.1440 __ 1,059. },180,_.2,000 

Total gross investments 16,640 17,920 18,010 17,730 20,140 19,820 

Gross investments 'in %of the 
gros s national product (estimated) 21 

?ross investments in :fixed assets 16 
1n % of the gr0,rsna tionalproduct 

20 19 18 

'17 18 17 

1) Statistical Yearbook of the, "DDR II 1964, p. 36, table 7 

2) Cooperc:tives, semi-governmental and private. 

21 20 

17 18 

1958 ,1959 1960 1961 

in 7a 

72$8 78.8 

58.9 63.4 

31.,7 34$7 

5.36 0 6 

,9.3 

12.6 

13.9 

A.8_ 

10.5 

11 .6, 

15'.4-

5.0 

86.4 

67~7 

38'.2 

7 .. 4 

10.,6 

11'.5 
.;; 

18;;7 

87.9 

72.0 

41.6 

7 t1 ".,. 

11 .8 

11. 2 

15.9 

5~,6'_ 6.2 
". 

1962' 1963 

78.7 •• 84 .. 4' 

64.8 '72.3' 
, " 

36.7 "4j~2 

6.4 5.8 

9.4 

12.3 

13 .9 

-5.5 

9.6 

13· 7 
12.,1 

5.5 

77.6 83.8 92:0 94.1 84.2 89.9 

22.4 16.2 8.0 5.9 15.8 10.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1GO.0 

3) For 1958 t? 1961 estimates by the German Institute for Economic Research, Berlin, own estimates for later years· 

:~) CalculcLted on the basis of StntisticalYearbook of "DDRI/1964, p. 36, table 6, p. 352. 

.J - ,; '"', ,:'7 ... .......... ..:... 
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Table 14 ctcl,.,:~_: 

Note: None of tho usual western definitions apply to the'investment figures published iIi Soviet-zonal 
stc.ti'stics a.nd economic 'plans, because these figures include nei ther the inventory investments nor -
in the, opinion of the German lusti tutefor Economic Research, Berlin,"; the irivontory ·replacem'ents 
outside 'the 'area of so-called "material" production .. 'Since the fOrmer can only be estimate'ci with 
some res,ervation, the above table shows both th~ investment figure contained in Soviet-zonal 
striti,sti'cs and the estimated total, gross investments in fixed assets based on the western definition. 
Tne inventory invest'ments are not published a~ absolute iiguresbutca:n only be calculated on the, 
basis of their proportionate shn.ra in the so-called "nationalprodu~t (according to the eastern 

'definition) available for domestic purposes"@ . 

.. 
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DECLASSIFIED - PUBLIC DISCLOSURE I DECLASSIFIE -l\flSE EN LECTURE PUBLIQUE 

Unit 

Actual figures Mill. DM
East 

rates of growth % 

Target figures Mill" DM-
of the 1st East 
Seven-Year ~lan3) 

Un:i,t 

Target figu~es '1,000 Mill. 
of the 2nd DM-East 
Seven-Year Plan 4L . 
rates o'f growth % 

Table 15: Gross investments in. fixed assets 1) 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 

12,125 14,105 15,511 15,575 15,~62 

+ + 16.7 + 10.0 + ° + 1.,8 

12,300 .14,600 16,800 18,800 20,700 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

16.8 18.1 19.5 21.0 22.6 

+ 7,,5 + 7.5 + 7.5 + 7.5. 

1963 19 64 1965 

16,721 
, 

17,9002 ) 

+ 5',,3 + 7.2 2 ) 
" 

22,300' 23,600 .25;000 

1968 1969 ., 1970 

'_. 

24.3 26!1 28.1 
----:--

+ 7.5 + 7~5 + 7.5 

1) The figures listed in this table as "gross investments in fixed assets" are, unless stated otherWise, the 
official investment figures taken from the Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" and official·plans. 
According to ,an estimate of .the German institute for Economic Research, Berlin, these figures do 
however, n.ot ;include the replacemonts of cnpite.l inves!;ments :111 the so-cr~lled "non-mnterial" sector. 

2) Tnrget figures tnken from thE? annu·al'national economic plan for 1964 . 

1959-1965 
'TotO,l 

'$ 

142,000 

1964-1970 
Total 

160 

3) Of the t[~rget figures for the 1 stSeven-Yenr Plan only the. figures for the bn..sic yeo.r (1958) and the fino.l ye'D.r 
(1965) n.s well as the toto.l amount could be founq. in official document s. The target figure 'for 196.1 
could be gEl the red from ref.erences in official speeche s, while the figures for the remaining yea:rs have b,een 
estimated Elccordingly. 

4) The target figures for the 2nd Seven-Year Flnn result from the officicJ figure for the bnsic year (tc,rget figure 1963 
= 16,800 million DM-Enst), the official. figure for the· fimi.l year und the official total amouilt • 

. - • 
~ ... • ~'" , , .~. t- ,.t 

(\) 
- -" 

:» 
':z: 
':z: 
tr.l 
X 



DEC~ASSIFIED - p!-rBLI<;DISCLOSURE) DECLASSIFIE - J\flSE EN,LE~TU¥/E PU~LIQU.E ,. 
. " ': Tabl~ 16: Gross· fixed investments in IIp~ople-owned indus,tries" 1). " , " 

--;:, 

!' 

1958 1963 1958, 1963 
branch of industry 

, in million DM~EQst 2)'- in%--- .': ,_, 
-- ---,-~--- -~.-------. : "! 

Mining 1,476 1,767 30.1 23.0 

Power 883 1 f 221 18.0 15.9 

Chemical tudustry 638 1,452 1).0' 18.9 

M.e ta 11 urror 235 645 4 .. 8 8.4 

HenVy en'gineering .... - 141 292 3.0 3.8 
-

Electrical industry 132 ~ '. 300 ·2 .. 7 3.9 
: ~~ c' 

Gl~ss und ceramics, industry 64 146 1 ® 3. 1~9 

Oth,er indust'rie,s 1,329 1,859 '21.1 24.2· 

Total 3) 4,904 1,682 100.0 ' '100.0, 

1-) In,cL building industry·~ The amount of investments in cooperatives, 'semi-governmental and private,. 
, industr1alent erprises' is not known .. 

2) Absolut.e Jigures .. cc.lculc.ted on the 'basis of percentages, Published in "Statistische Praxis 1964/9", p.228. 
For the years 1959 to 1962 such informc.tion is not available. 

3) The totel' figures for 1958 and 1963 ere taken from '!Sto.tisticc.l Monthly Figures' of the n:pR" published in 
"Stn.t'istische Praxis". These figures differ from those shown in the Sto.tistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 
(tOoble 17) because they do not include' the. figures f?r pr9ject planning. 

Source:Sta;tisticnl Monthly Figures of the "D:b~", published in "Stntistische Pra~is"., 1962/8 and 1964/9, 
Bcrlin-Ec.st. 

, . 

I\) 
I\) 
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Table 17 

Social income"i,n the Soviet 40ne and in the Federal Republic 
of ~~rma.ny per head'of 'the' population 

" (in TIM-East and TIM-West) 1') , 

Types of income . 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 _.'-. - _. ... . 1.-'- ••• , .... - .• ~.~ .. ~.c....... .. _,-. 

Old age, disability~ Soviet Zone 1) 

accident and survivors' 
insurance 2) 258 287 305 316 324 
Health insurance casb, 
payments 3) ~5 61 70 71 74 

War victims' pensions 15 15 14 13 12 

Other services 4) 48 79 82 37 91 

Total 376 . 442 471 487 501 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Old age, disability, 
accident and survivors' 
insurance 5) 393 410 440 479 512 

Health insurance cash 
payments 3) 46 48 56 63 70 
War victims' pensions 60. 57 64 70 68 
Other services 6) , 120 118 104 102 119 

Total 619 633 664 . 714 769 

1 ) 

.f 

"' ,.. 
.1;-

1)Soviet Zone incl. East Berlin; ~ederal Republic incl. Berlin (West)!: 
from 1960 incl. Berlin(West) and the Saar. 

2) Incl'8 "old age insurance of the Intelligentsia" 

3) Sickness p~~m<:lnts ~ out-p,atients t allowance and pocket money; 
cash payments as maternity benefits and death benefits. 

4)Social security and. unemployment relief payments, from 1958 incl. 
national children's and family allowances. 

~)Including civil servants' retirement pensions and pen~ions under Art;1 
of the Basic Law without equalisation of burdens, war damage pensions 
and restitution payments@ 

"6) Socials ecuri ty and unemployment relie·f payments, child.ren I sallowance 
equalisation of burdens payme~ts etc. 

Source: German Institute for Economic R~sBarch, Weekly Report of 
30 August 1963 (No.35), p@ 160 
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Table 18: Share of 'the various forms of oWnership in the' ilTotnl Social Product i ! ',: '" , 

by economic sections for t~e years 1950, 1960 and 1963 
( in % ) 

Year Indust.ry Agriculture Transport' Gross product 
total 

Building 
industry 

Producing crafts 
without building 

trade 
and ,forestry PTT 

Commerce '.' Ot~er 
, .' ;&cctions 

1950 
196°2) 
1963 ' 

1950 
'1 9 602 ) 
1963 

1950 
1960 
1963 2 ) 

1950 
196°2) 
1963 

1950 
. 1960 
,1963 

59·4 
83~7 
85.0 

53.6 
69.,5 
70.4 

5.8 
14.2 
14.6 

.. 
5.8 
7.1 

40.6' 
10.5 

8;,0 

77.6 
890,1 
88.7 

75.7 
85.6 
85'.3 

2.,0 
3<;7 
3 .. 4 

7.1 
8 .. 8· 

22.4 
3.6 
2.4 

31..6 
77.1 
79.2, 

31.6 
63.9 

,63.9 

13.8 
15.3 

" soc i,n 1 i zed" 

, 22.,.8 ' 
29.8 

"p'eople-owned" 

: "cooperC'.tive" '. 
22.8 

"29.8 

12.1 
80.0 
89.3 

12.1 
14.2 
16.7 

65:'83) 
" 72.6 

86eO 
93.7 
94~7 

86.,0 
93.7 
94.7 

11 S e m i - g 0 v ern ill e n t 0, I 11 

(including firms working under 0. commission contract) 

8.2 
9.1 

68.4 
1402 
11 .. 6 

11 P r i v £1 t e " 

100.0 
77.2 
70.2 ' 

87.9 4) 
20.0 
10.7 

1.9 
2 .. 3 

14.0 
4.4 
3.0 

58~1 
80.1 
81.2 

21.5' 
36 .. 9 
38~6 

36;.5 
43.,2 . 
42;,6 

6~8 
7.7, 

41.,9 
13 .1 
11 ~ 1 

,; , 

92.5 
98~ 1 
97.0 

LO 

7',,5 
1 ®,9 
1 .. 9 

1) FrQm 1962, the "governmental" rand maintenance firms have been grouped under "building industry" nnd no longer 
undor"transport". .. 

2) Provisional figures 

3) 1959: 32.7 

4) 1959: 52.4' 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR"t1964, p. 27 

N, 
~ 

~ 
!2l 

~ 
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Table 19: 

Total trade 
1958 = 100 

Exports, 
1958 = 100 

Imports 
1958 100 

Net results 

- 25 -

~oreign Trade of the Soviet 

NATO RESTRICTED 
,"ANNEX to 
:!>C/89-WEL148' 

Zone, 1958- 1.293 

(without interzonal trade), 
(iriiilillion ,fubles, ,:,195$='100) 

1958 

2;890 
100 

1,532 
100 

1 ,3 ~8 
100 

+ 174 

1959 

3,32J 
115 

1,720 
112 ' 

1 ,603 
118 

+ 117 

1960 

3,5~2' 

123 

1,769 
115 

1 t 783', 

131 

14 

1961 

3~695 
128 

1,854 
121 

1 t 841 

1 Y6 

+ 13 

1962 

3~938 

136 

1,949 
127 

1,989 
146 

40 

1963 

4,140 
143 

2,221 

145 

1 ,919 
141 

+ ,302 

- \ 

, / 

=====~===================~========~~================================== 

'. 

" 

,Sources: Absolute figures for 1958 to 1961 - Statistical Yearbook of the 
"DDRIt 1.g62 t P" 548; for :·1962 and 1963 -' Statistical Yearbook 

, , 

of the" t1DDR" 1964, p. 382; 8-ther data calculated accordingly .. 
I 

>'.-
J 

", . ~ 

• i 
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~. 

OJ 
~. 
~~ . 

Countries 
Exp¢rts (in million rubles) 

~ 
~. (Sh~re iri total ~xports from'the Soviet Zon~ in %j 

~,~, --------------------------------
1959 1960 1961 1962 . ··1-963· ~. .1958 

U --------------------~--~----~------~----------~----------------
~ S'ovietUnion 
Z', %~ 
~'., .' 
~ Other COMECON 
~ countri~s 

~!( 

761 
4~. 6 . 

.' 

410 
26 .. 8 

~ Communist countries 
~ of A~ia 129 
Z;; % 8',4 
~ 

j 
U 
~ 
Q 

~ 

Jugoslavia 
%. 

Cuba' 
... 

% 

23 

0' 

847 . 

49@3 

501 
29 @ 1· 

112 

6 .. 5. 

27 
1,,6 

0 

832 .' 820 983 f,14'8 ' 

47~0 44 .. 2 50@5 51 .. 7 

'538 ,617 618 692 
30 .. 4 33 .. 3 31 .. 6 '31 • 1 

" 

102 60 29 16 
5 .. 7 3 .. 2 1 ,,5 . .() ~ 7 

\ 
31 35 32 44 

1 .. 8 1 .. 9 1 ,,6 2 "0 
2 25 21 28 

1 .. 3 1 • 1 1 '7:' 
0", 

~ ~T'~o-t-a-1------------1-,-3-2-3------1-,-4-8-7-----1-,-5~0-5--,--------------------------~--
1 ,,557 1 ,683 . . 1 ,9,2~ .. ' 

a % . 86 3 86~5 ~ . , 83@9 86 .. 3 . 86 ®U 

~ 1958 ::: 100 ~.OO 112 . 118 127 146 
t--I 
Q. . . 
U<,Source: Abso'lute· figures based on Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1962, 
~ p., . 548 and Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1964, p.. 382·, other 
~. 
~' 

'data cal~~la~ed accordingly,,' 

I " 
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NATO RESTRicTED 
ANNExto", 
AC!89-WP!1,48 , 

Fo:reign Trad~ of the Sa.v:!..et Zone with Communist' Countries 
~ 
~ Imports (in,million rubles) 
~ 

. } . 

~(S~are in total impQrts by the Soviet Zone in %) 

~~---~---------~~--:---"~' 
U 1958 1959," 1960 1961 1962 196~ 0, 

~' 

1 , 121 1,055 ?oviet Union 
~ % 

'862" , 

48@4 56 .. 4 55.0.\ 
~ 
~therCOMECON 
~ountries " 

I 

~' 
% 

SJommunist 
~f Asia 
~ % < 
E}rUgOSlaVia 
~ % 
Cl 
;ruba; 

~ % 

countries 

351 

24@3 

103 
7.6 

22 
1 @6 

6: 
0@0 

389", ' 

24.2 
,I. 

113 
7.J 

22 
1 .4 

0' 

0.0 

4'3 
2.3 

24 
, 1·.3 

501 
25.2 ' 

37 
1 .. 9 

33 
1 ., 7 

25 
1 .3 

4$1 ~ 

2h I 
,.J" I 

27 : 

1 .. :~ 

3A 
1 ®',' 

36 
1~9 

~~--~---------------------------~--~----------------------------~-----------
grotal 
U . % 
~ 

1 ,,086 

7988 
100 

. 1,.356 
84@7 

,125 

1,A58 

81.8 
, 134 

1,536 
8334 

141 ' 

. 1, 71 7 1 ,633 
86.5 85.2 

158 151 

4 

81958 = 100 

U 
.~~,~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

I 

Cl 
~ 
1--1 
~ 
1--1 
~ 
~ 

j 
U 
~ 
Cl 

Source: Absolute :figur~s'based'on Statistical' Yearbook of the "DDR" 
1962, p "" 548 and ~3tatistical' Yearbook of' the "DDR" 19611-, p. 382; 
other data calculated accordingly. 
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Table 22 : Total Foreign ,Traqe with Commun1st Countries 

~;', 

~. 
~ 

~" •. ~C 
~ flo i':' ,1958 J959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
U,--------------------~-------------------------------------------------
~ 
~, Expo.r.ts 
Z 
~i "Imporils 

1,323 
, " 1;086 

1,505 1 ,557 
1,536 

1 ,683 
1 ,717 

l,928 
1 ,633 

~------------~---------------------------------------------------------SE." Net resu~t + 237 + 131 + 47 + 21 ' 8/ .34, ,+ 295 
{J=~======~==~========~======~=~============================================ 

Source: Absolute figures based on Statistical Yearbook of the "])])R" 

, 1 9 6 2, p @ ,548 an d S tat i s tic a 1 Y e ~r boo k 0 f the It ])DR II 1 964 , 
p. 382; other data ca16ulated accordingly. 

, 

~ . 
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Table 2.3 

.,. 

Foreignl'rad.8 of the Soviet Zone with COMECON 
excluding the Soviet Union 

i 

(in million rObles) 

· .... 

8 

~ __________________________________________________________ ~~:~~'~l; __ 

~ 

~ 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 

; .. , ·"0) 

Exports 501 .2 617 ® 1 618 , .. 0 

U Imports 350@5 388.9 452.0 494.8 501.4 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

481.4 

~ , 

Z Net result + 59@8' + 112@3' + 85 .. 6.' + 122 • .3 + 116 .. 6 + 210 .. 4 

~=================================~====~========================~======= 
~ 
~ 

~ 
Source: Absolute figures based on the Statistical Yearbook vf the . 

"DDR" 1962, p. 548 and Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 
f. ' 

1964, p. 382';' other data calculated accordingly. 

1) Albania, Bulgaria, Czechosl,vakia, Poland, Rumania t Hungary, 
Mongolia .. 

Table 24: 
Foreign Trade.of the Soviet Zone with Communist Countries of Asia1 ) 

~ (in million rubles) 

~------------------------------.----~ a 1958 . 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
~-.------~--------------------------~-----------------------------
~ Exports 129.3 112~4 60.0 
t--I Q Imports 103 .. 2 113~4, JOO.4 43.0 27@2 

~ Net result + 26~1 "/" 1.0 + 1.4 + 17.0 ./@ 8.1 .. /.11.3 
~ 
~=~===========================:================~=========================== 

~ . 
~Source =_ Ab,soJ.,utef'igures based on Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1962, 

p@ 548 and Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1964, p@382; other 
data calculated accordingly .. 

People I s Republic: of China, ~e,ople' s . Republic of Korea ~ People IS 

Republic of Vietnam 

, 
'. ,. 

, .. / ... / 
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~~ Table 25: ~ "':'~:" .. '-: .. ',:;~ 
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~. 

.... ,' 

Foreign r.rrade' o,f 'the ,Soviet ,Zone with :the Freer \Vorld 

~, 
~;' 

§...xcluding;"inte,rzona). Trade 

~' 

~. 1958 

UExports ' . 205 

~Share in· total 
Z8xports ,of",the 
~.s,oviet Zone in % 13.4 

, . ~. 

~1958 =100 
~ '" 

100 

~lmports, 269 
I Share in total 

•• ;t< 

(in million r,ubles) 

, , 1959 ,,1,960 ' 

'. 228 '263 

13 .. 2- 14.'-9 
, '. 

111 " \:128 

,,32,3 

1961 

307 

f:Simports' of the ' " ,,', ',' 
~Soviet Zone in % ; 19.8 1 5~2 1 ~ @ 1,:: '16®7 

~ 19 5 8 = 100' 100 , ' , 91 , ".1.20 ,,;', ,1 14 

1. ", ( 
~ I."', 

1962, ,',' " 1.963 

, '265 

' .. , 266 

13 .. 4 

, ,99 

292 

142 

,,' .279,,' 

j 

,104 

~Net result 64 ,16 .,.. .6-0+ 11 .,.. 1+:13 

C!==,===========================,====='============'========================== 

Absolute figures based on Statistical Yearbook of the "DDR" 1964, 
p~ 381~ other data calculated accordingly. 

. .., '." ~ 

" I, 
, ' ' 

l' ... 

.. ;: .'" " .... 

, .,.~ ," ' 

, " 
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~ Table 26 .~ 
. - 31' 

~.:"' .. 

F8reignTrade6f'theBoviet ,Zone with NATO 

NATO RE§%!UCTED 
ANNEX to,' 

countr49t~~')wy148 OJ 
~ 
~. 

~ 
~ 

,excluding the Federal Republic of GermaY1Z, , 
(in million rub[~s) 

1963 r- 1958195.9. " ),9,6Q, . 1961 1962 
~--.--------~----------------~------~----' ----~------------
tjExport s 100 .. 1 104 .. 3 104 OJ 9 109 @3 103., 9 
~ 
~Imports 133.7 116,,2 159 ® 1 116 .. 5 125 ® 1 

~------------------------------~----------------------~~~-
~\fet res-ul t 
~ 

s/.; 12 .. 6 .,1,; 11 .. 9 

~=========================:============================================== 

S;source: Absolute figures based on Statistical Yearbook of'the DDR 1962, 
I . . 

~ p" 548 and Statis~~ical Yearbook of the DDR. 1964, p. 382; other 
1--1 

~ 
1--1 
~ 
~ 

j 
U 
~ 
Cl 

~ 

data calculated aQCbrdingly~ 

1) Belgium-Luxembourg" Denmark,France, Greece, United Kingdom, 
Iceland,'Italy, Netherlands, ,Norway; Portugal, Turkey,' United 
States, Canada .. 

~'Table 27 
~ a 
~ 
u 
~ 

Foreign 'Trade of 'the Soviet Zone with the five most important· 
western trade partners 1 ) 

1--1 
( in million rubles ) 

Qi...--__ , 

U 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
~------------~----------.----------~---------------------------------
~xports . 6L5 77 .. 3 ·82.3 88@ 1 

~Imports 87.4 117@1 101 .2 10883 

~et-r~e~S-ul-t------@/-@--2-7-,,8---@I-,,--1-0-.-1--@-I-@-' 3-4-,.-8----.1-@--2-1-@9---@1--.,~8@7 
1--1 ' 
~======================~==:=====::::=====;==::;;:=============::::================== 
1--1 ' 
~ 
~ource~ . <" La 

Absolute figures based .n Statistical Yearbook of the ItDDR" 1962,' 
p@ 548 and Statistical Y.earbook of the u'DDRIl 1964, p@ 382; other 
data calculated accordingly@ 

~ 
U 
~ 
Cl 1) Denmark, United Kingdom t Netherlands, Austria~ Sweden@ 

, .. 

-, 

", .' 
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DeveloI'ing Countr.ies.') 

(irtmillion rubles)' . 

~.------------------------~-------------------------------------------

~~::... Exports 

1958 

48.6 

100 

1960 
._.r ____ '_'_ ••. r __ t .... ~ ... _.,. _ •• ~~ , . ~ - .. 

75103 

155 

76.3 

137 

1962 1963 

70~9 67.0 
U 
~ 
~ '. 
Z/, 
~.!" 

~ 

,1958 ::: 100· 

~958 ~ 100·· 100 

171 

63.6 

. 11.4 

146 138 

72 .. 5' 71 .0 

130' 128 

~ I----------------~----~~~----------------------------------------------~r'· 
@j @ 1.6 .1. 4.0 

" . .. - . 
~ ==================~==========~=========================================== 
t--I 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

j 
U' 
~ 
Cl 

. Source: Ab~olu~e fig~res based' 6n Siatis~ical Year~ook of the 
IIDDR" 1962, p. 548 and Statistical Yearbook of the 
"DDRIt 1964, p~ 3~2; other data calculatedaccordingl,io 

1) Burma, Ceylon, India~ Indonesia, Iraq~ Iran, Yemen, Lebahon, 
Pakistan, Saudi-Arabia, Syria,'Egypt, Ethiopia, Gh:ina., Guinea, 
Congo, ~ibya, Morocco, Nigeria, Sudan, Tunisia,.Argentine, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile., Columbia 1 Mexico,. Peru, Urug~ay t V;enezuela. 
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~ Table 29: 
OJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

~ u ' . 
~Exports 

~ 
ZShare in total 
~ exports of the 

~ ~ Soviet Zone in 
~ 
~ Imports 

I Share in total 
~imports of the 
~Soviet Zone in % 
1--1 . 

~ 

. ·Foreign 

1958' 

o@ 1 

.0* ° . 
0*4 

.AN1'EX to 
AC!Q9-WPL148 

Trade of the Soviet . Zone' wi til Cuba:' 

(in 
-

rubles) million 
." 

'1959 1960 . 1961 1962 1963 

'0 .. 1 284 24 .. 8 20 .. 5 27@9 

0,,0 " 0 .. 1 .1" 3 1*1 1.3 

·0 .. 3 3*9 10@5 24.9 35 .. 8 

0 .. 2 L3 

~------------------------------------~----------------~--,------------< . 
~Net result . - 0@3 •. 0 .. 2 .. -:-.1@5 . + ~4,3· .. , ... 4 .. 4 - 7 .. 9 

U========;==============~==~=:===============~=========================~== 
~, , 

~ . 
~ Source: Absolutefigure~ .based .on:Statistio~l Yearbook of the 

~ "DDRII 1962t p .. 548 and ,':Statistical Yearbook of the· "DDR" 
~ 1964, P .. ' 382? othe'r datq .. calcul~t.ed accord,ingly® 
~ a 
~ 
u 
~ 
1--1 

~ 
U 
::s 
~ 
~ 
~ 

I 

~ 
~ 
1--1 
~ 
1--1 
~ 
~ 

j 
U 
~ 
~ 
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Table 30 

NATO RESTRICTED 
JJfNfg· to 
KQL";WP/148 

Compo·si tion of Soviet-zonal exports to the ,Soviet Union 
by categories of goods and sel"ected products ,2) 

(based on Soviet import statistics) 

1 ) 

(in million rubles 3») 

I 

~ategory of goods, product 
U. 
~~CHI1~RY AND INDUSTRIAL EQUIP~mNT 
Z (ROlling stock 
~i'including: passenger carriages 
~ . 

~ refrigerator cars 

~/ electrical locomotives 
for indust.ry 

Clothes and underwear 
including: heavy an~ light 

ready-made clothes 

knitwear 
stockings and 'fabrics 

Ships an'd ships'~ equipment 
~ 
~ Equipment for t'he food and 
~ light industry 
~ a including: food industry o light industry 
~ industrial· refrigerator 
Q, equipment 
~ 
~' Cultural goods 
~'inClUding: household 'machinery 
S::'polygraPhical products 

Wooden furniture 
6 .. Energy equipment 

"'""" ~ including: power stations 
t--I • ' 
~ marine diesel engines 
~ 
~ Chemical products 
~. 

U including: plastics 
~ synthetic resin 

1958 1959 

472 483 
70 85 
43 40 

3 15 

11 17 

28 

14 

10 

67 

45 
28 

9 

7 

27 
4 

11 

5 
18 

4 

3 
12 

6 

3 

36 

20 

10 

2 

100 

53 
31 
11 

11 

31 

5 
13 

7 
18 

4· 

2 

12 
6 

3 

1960 1961 

520 444 
84 81 
43 43 
13 13 

16 13 

35 . 

18 
9 
5 

129 

49 
26 
12 

10 

29 

7 
11 

9. 
21 

6 

10 

16 

9 
4 

40 

20 

10 

6 

58 

51 
23 
17 

11 

36 
8 

12 

7 
23 

6 

1 1 

22 

13 
8 

1962 

549 
98 
44 
21 

20 

61 

34 
14 

8 

74 

70 
25 
29 

15 

49 
11 

16 

16 
27 

9. 
1 1 

27 

15 
1 1 

NATO RESTRICTED 

1963 

642 
112 

53 
25 

17 

,110 

63 
28 

12 

76 

65 

24 
21 

18 

,59 
13 
1 " o 

47 
31 

1 1 

29 
16 
14 
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~ .Table, 30 c,td@ 
.) ANNEX to 

~ .' AcZ§~ ... wPL 1b!:8 .':' ' .. ", 
.~ 

~ Category of goods, produc:ts 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1'963, 
. ':.~. ~. Equipment 11 14 17 21· . 28' 28 

U forging press equipment 24 ' 25 23 25 27 28 , 
~ 
~ including: presses 16 , 16 14 16 16 15 

" 

Z mechanical presse,s 14 13 12 13 13 ·.10 ;' 

~ ," \ 

~ metal cutting machines 16 15 18 17 25 28 
~ rOlling-mill equipment 19 12 13 1"4 23 27 
~ 'J 

Lifting devices 18 17 20 19 24 27 
~ including: cranes and spare' parts 16 12 18 15 22 25 t--I 
~ 

Electrotechninal equipm~;:) .. nt 11 10 1'.0 24 t--I 1.0 19 
~ 
~ Cables 19 20 19 21 18 23 < 
~. Equipment.for the chemical industry 16 18 17 16 20 21 
U , 

~ Cotton, wool and other materials '9 9 JO 12 16 20 
Cl 

Calculating machines ~ ----. 
~ (without electronic computers) 7 7 8 12 '13 19 

~ Tractors, agricultural ,machinery 7 6 0 6· 1 1 19 
~ 

0 Dredgers and road construction 
~ equipment 2 2 3 2 6 19 
U including: dredgers 2 2 2 2 6 18 ~ 
t--I 
Q Fancy goods '10 11 8 10 13 17 ;J U 
~ Cinema and photographic material 12 15 15 18 18 15 
~ including: cinema films 9 10 1 1 13 13 1 1 ~t· ~ 
~ Equipment for the. building material I 

Q industry 47 60 55 38 14 13 
~ Caoutchouc, rubber and asbestos t--I 
~ products 14 13 13 14 11 12 
t--I 
~ including~ synthetic caoutchouc 13 12 12 13 . 10 11 
~ 

j Industrial fittings 4 5 5 8 8 1 1 

U Equipment for the polygraphical 
~ industry 6 6 8 9 10 10 
Q Fertilizers and insecticides 7 7 3 3 6 10 

NATO RESTRICTEP 
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1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 

~-
q"J ii 

~ Sum of single items 5.3 1 .614 637 593 732 900 

.~, -.' I 
203 ' 187 199 . 195 ,'234 273 

t' 

734 801 83'6 788 966~·1,t 173 .. 
.,; -

~JJ:~n!::o!:m4C ."," . 
U1 
~ 

•.. ," .. :! ...•. ", I , 

~ .. ----..,..---
~.) Based on data from the. Economic, planning Se'ction of the Ministry for. 

~.' Foreign Trade of the USSR.iFor 1958 and 1959 see Vnesnjaja torgovlja 

~( So juza SSR za 1955 - 1959 gody,@ Statistic'eskijs'bornik @~aOEikv,a1961'; 
for 196.0 and 1961 see Vnes~jaj a torgovljaSo~uza· :SSR'za'1961god@ 

Statisticeskij obzor: Moskva 1962 ;'for 1962 and 1963 see Vnesnjaja . 

torgovlja Sojuza SSR za 1963 gOds St~tisticeskij obzor* Moskva196~~ 

'I 

All those individual and, c61lective items have been included in th~ table 

whose value for 19f33 exc~eded ;0 million rubles~ The categories of goods 

and individualprodu~ts are grouped in accordance with d~6reasing impor+ 

and export figures for 1963@ 

The absolute export and import figures are based on current world market 

prices fob fron~ier of the delivery 'country in rubles 8 According to the 

Statistical Yearbook of the'~DDR" 1964, InternationalSti:rveys p'@ 6'8 

100 rubles := DM (East) 247 or 100 rubles = $ 112.@ 

", , 
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~Table 3,1...,' .. :.<·: ..... -~ .. : .. ' .. ~'" 
OJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

Composition oI:. ~Soviet-zonaliniports '. from the' ~~'~i'ei/union'~ .. ~ 
,hY; .catego·TitH3"of· gO:ibds' andseiect:ed' Ptodticts .2) 

. I 

; 

,"~ . . . 

~ (ba~ed on Soviet, export statistici) 
~ . (in million .ru,bles 3)) . ~ , 
-FC~c-a~t-e-g-or-Y~O~f~-~"~-o-O-d-s-~--p-r-od-u-c-t---------------19-5-8---1-9-5-9----1-9-60---1-9-6~1-·---1-9-6~2~·=:~~9~6-3--... 
~ 

~olled stock of iron 
Z. ." .... 

108 ,136: 166 188 193 190 
~~nclud~ng : sheets 
~ 
~ 

~ 
, bars 

Slabs 

~Grain (without groat>sJ", 
~includin~:: wheat 
t--I . ' 
~ 
~ 

j 
rye 
maize 

UTextile raw,matcrialsnnd 
~semi-finish~d 'gdod~ 

eincluding: 60tton fibre' . 
~ wool 

." . 

.f 

@. 

1:.11 . 
:,' .,; - 86 

,,11 

': ,.5." 
", . ...•. i ;: 

70 ' 

54 

'* . : 

10s' 

" 

' .. 

91 
12, 
,2,. 

7,7 :. 

59 
'12 " t4 . 

, 60 .. 64 ' ~ard 'coal' 
" ,";: o '., 

~1\1f8chinery and equipment , , . 
~including i complete' instai~i.ations 
t--I 

~F metals and alloys 
~including: aluminium 
~ 
~ copper 
~, 
~eat and dairy pr.ducts, eggs 
Qinc 1 ud ip:g~~_~C oW',;bgt t er,' 
~ frozen meat 
~ 
Wellulose, "wood and paper products 
~~including: saw' material 

Dcrude oil 
~rude iron 

Coke from hard coal 

.; ,'.". 25: 

0\ 

38 
12 

, 8 

26 
13 

30 
20 

20 
33 
22 

Z9 
0 

48 
14 
13 

103 
50 
.@ 

30 
21 

28 
36 
23 

, 

'. 
• f ,:" 

11'9, 
':98" 

14" 
2 

" 

8g " 
" . 

61 
17 

'70 ' 

3;4: 

6 

51 

16 
15 

39 
20 
17 

36 
27 

32 
40 
24 

' .. 
,® 

'oo 

111 

79 
15 

5 

100 

", 58 
35 ' , 

73 

51 

7 

58 
22 
14 

49 
30 
17 

42 
32 

36 . 
34 

33 

" 

78 88 
32 27 
25 : i. 20 

139 ,9,9 
".; 

85 70 
26 15 

'. 20 
,~. , 10 

. , 

.~, , ... 

, 10399 

6654 
27 33 

82 77 

70 72 

9 10 

59 69 
20 26 
18 19 

74 64 
41 33 
30 29 

48 56 

35 ,41 ' 

43 53 
37 40 
33 36 
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~~' Table 31 ctd:@.";'" ANNEX to 

AC/89 ... WP!148 
, 

OJ 
t--I -

, 1958 1959 1960- 1961 1962 ,1963 ~ . Category of goods, product 
~ .~------~--~----~~--------~----~--------------------------
~- -' Ore and ore concentrates' 2.2 25 ,'26 28 31 30 

~
~\ " including: iron ore 

,>' 
~ . 
:' Vegetable oils 

~~ ~trole~m products 
~.. Pipes and tubes 

16 

13 

17 18 19 23 22 

17 18 23 20 21 

.. ® 13 16 15 19 
1 1 13 16 22 2'7 19 

Zi Oilseeds 3 20 ' 15 16 1 1 15 
~\ 

J 
~, 

~ 

Natural ca'outchouc' 

Chemical product~ 

6 9 
7 7 

1 1 14- 13 1 1 

8 10 1 1 1 1 
," 

ld 6 7 7 9 10 ~", ~( Apatiteconce*trate 

Sum of individual items 
I ' 

Remaining items 

Total'imports 

611 

109 

720 

780 

147 

927 

814' 913 1-,019' 991 
, , 

133 175 216 192 

,947 l~088 1,235 1 , 183 

1), Bas'ed on data' of-thl;l Economic Planning Section of, theI\Hnist1:'y for 

Foreign Trade of the USSR. For 1958 and 1959 see Vnesnjaja torgovlja 
Sojuza SSR za 195'5-1959 goqy@ statisticeskij, sbornik@ Moskva 1961 ; 

f.or 1960 and 61 see V~esnjaja'tor.goVljaS()juza sslt za 1961 god~ 
Statisticeskij obzor@ Moskva 1962; for 1962 and 63 see Vnesnjaja 

torgovlja Sojuza, SSE za 1963' god. StatistiQeskij obzor@ I'iIoskva',,1964. 

2) All· those indi vidual",and' collectivei tems hEr~e :been included in t1).e 

table whose va,lue ror' '1'963' exceeded 10 million ruble s. The categorie C" 

of goods and il}dividuEl;l p~odu:cts,are grouped in accordance with 

decreasing impqrt an 0, export figtlres for 1963 .. 

The absoiute'exportandinipbrtfigures arehasedor1'cu-rrent world 

market prices fob frontier of the'delivery coun'try in,ru bles" Accor r': 

to Statis~ical Yearbook of the "DDR" ,1964, International Surveys 

p@ 68 100 rubles::: DM (East) 247,or 100 rubles = $ 112. 
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Table 32 

NATO RESTRICTED 
.ANNEX to' , 
ACZAg - wP L12-L§. 

• ,J.. 

Composition of Soviet-zonal.For'eign Trade wi ttl various CountrieL 
, , . 

Italy, 

Greece 

Turkel: 

of the Free World· and NATO@, 

Soviet-zonal expo:rt ~: _..i\l"'9.!JiMJ::J',and equipment, precision and ' ,t 
optical as. ~ell as, ele'ctrotechni~?l •. "t 
nroducts ' , '~) .. : 

Soviet-zonal imports: 

Soviet-zonal e~ports: 

I ,.,.. ~ ___ 

complete iristallations~ iron and 
steel products 

crude iron~ 'machinery., pr,ecision and 
6ptical p~oducts, chemical pro~ucts 

Soviet-zonal imports!' r,olling-'mill products, special 
mhchinery textile products, fruit 
petroleum products~synthetic fibre 

Soviet-zonal expor:ts,: ;motor 've'hic1es 1 chemical produ'cts, 
textile p~oducts, sugar . 

Soviet-zonal imports: 

Soviet-zonal exports:' 
Soviet-zonal im~o~ts: 

, . 
I, • ' 

SOV~Gt~zonal B~ports: 

Soyi?t-zonal imports: 

• -:~ •• - 'j 

fi~h, "iish producis, rolling-mill 
pr6du6ts, cellulose, paper 

.,' I 

~efrigerator wagons 
agricultural product~ (tobacco, 
fruit, citrus £ruits) 

machinery equipment, precision and 
optic-al products? chemical products 
.tobacco and ;othe~ agricultural 
products' 

. ": . 
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... Table' 33:',',,',' 
- 40 - NATO REST,RIOTED 

ANNEX to 
AC789~wpL148 

Composi,tion~of~ Soviet ... zonal Foreign Trade with -the five most 
, ",I 

Denmark 

Import'antWestern Trade :partn.~~~ 

So~i~t-zdn~l exp6rts: ,potash~ lignit~ briquettes, 
machinery and apparatus, iron 
and ~Qlling-mill products~ 
ch~mical products, fertilizers~ 

Sovi,et:-zonal imports: 

watercraft and motor vehicles, 
textiles@ 

,agricultural products, ,fish, 
tinned fish, machinery and 
equipment 

United Kingdom Soviet-zonalexpor~s: "machine:rY, equipment, instrumep'j~' 

chemical products, fertilizers 

,. " : 

-Netl1ef'lands 

Austria 

Sweden 

Soviet-zonal_im~orts: 

~oviet-zonalexpo~t~) 

Soviet-zonal imports: 

Soviet~zonal exports~ 

NF metals, steel products, 
machinery and equipment, chemir' 
products 
,., ;:' " .... 

mabhinerYt ch~mical prod~cts, 
lignite 
agricultural products 

mining products, machinery, 
lignite briquettes, potash, 
chemical products, light-indus~ 
products, 

, ' '~ , 

Soviet-zonal-:lmpO::rtsI' '" metallur'gi-cal prod,ucts, mRchinn 

Soviet-zon~lexports: 

Soviet~zonal,imports: 

~ . . 1.,.. 

transformers, timber, plywood, 
light-industry products 

machinery and apparatus, electr 
technical and precision prod1Y: 
chemical products, textiles~ 

, : cultura'l;gd6ds 
iron and steel prod~ctst paper, 
agricultural products (meat 
products) 

NATO RESTRICTED 
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Table 34 ;' 

41 

, ",. 

Composition of Soviet~z6nal Foreign Trade with the Developing 

Egy.pt 

India. 

Table 35 

G~untrie's' Egypt'· and India -. 

Soviet-zonal expqrts: 

S'oviet-zonal imports: 

Soviet-zonal exports: 

Soviet-zonal imports: 

. , . , 

I 

\ 

\ 

j, 

machi'nery equipment, preci·s-'· 

ion and optical as well as 
< 

electro-technical products. " 
dhemtc~l products, . . . ~ 
fertlllzers, pharmaceutlcals~ ~ 
cultural goods; 

cotton, mining products, ~ 

. ag;icul tur~i products (onions .. ) " 
t rice, tropical frui~, 

vegetab,les) 

machineryequipm'Emt, preclsl.o: 
and 0ptical as well as 
electrotecihnical products, 
chemical products, fertiliz
ers, films 
protein fod4er, jutepr~duct3, 

spices, tea, tinned fruit, 
semi~finished and finished 
leather goods 

~ Composition, of Soviet-zonal Foreign Trade with Cuba ). '. 

Cuba - Soviet~~onal expqrts: 

Soviet-zonal imports: 

machinery eQUipment,electro-' &~ •• '. 

technical,precision and ~ 
optical products, vehicles, 

, 

chemical prbducts, industri2~ .. 
consumer goods 
agricultural products (sugar, ~ 

tob~c60,6offee)~ tinned 
fruit, rum,skins, mining 
products (ore)@ 
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Table 36 :'" ."';;' <:'" ... 42 -
~;. 

~ 
~-

"""e "Inte:r.zonnl Trade 1958" - 1963 " , , ,,,,' 
, 1)' 

,(ill million accounting ·uni ts' , ),., 
~/ 

... 
-------------------------~----------------~----~-----------------

Wes.t-German· deli ver-ies : 
Iroo, stecl·,i 
NF metals ' 

MinIn.g products, 

'Products of the metal
working industry 

Chemical products 

Text'ilea 

Agricultural, and 
forestry products 

Miscellan~ous 2) 

187.1 

83.8 

25.,7. 

1959 

109 .. 5 

227.7 

9.9@8 
. " 

, ,43 .. ..8 

108@6 

103 ® 1 

I~ Total 80? .. 9 98J .. 2 

~I.East-German·deliveries: 
Mining products' 240 .. 0 207@5 

Mineral oil products, 150*7 195.7 

ducts of t~emetal
working indust~y 

products, 

.. Textiles 

90·.7 

60 .. 3 

9,0 .. 3 

.. " 

95@3 

59 .. 3 

90 .. 3 

1960 1961 1962 1963 

A@ Goods 

-

20 .. 3 39 .. 3 1 

, 
258 .. 0 20831.137~6 125 .. 0 

'95 .. 2 

28 .. 4 .' 
34 .. 0 ' 

104@9 

927.1 

114.8 

65.2 

128.0 

105@3 63 .. 6' 

25 .. 927 .. '1. 

82 .. 3 .165,,1 

64.8 86 0 2 

20'7 ~ 2' 234'.'5 257 .. 0 

189@6 .197.9 ,211®6 

'. Agricul tural and 
forestry products 111~5 147 .. 0 146 .. 9 112;0 117.8 141 .. 8 

110. 7 1 02 41 4 ' 1 21 .9 Miscellaneous 2) 122 .. 3 134.8 

Total 
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Table }6--ctd@ ANNEX to, 
aCZ8~-vr.PL1~8 ,f 

~ 
I 

~ ".:.:' 
.. '~\ 

I 

OJ 195EL 1959 1960 .1961' 1962 ' 1963 , 

, , 
I ~ 
I 

~ , Bfl Goods an. <1 S~rvices 
~ , 

~ West Germany' 
and West Berlin 

" . 

Go")ds 1308,,9 981'~2 927" 1 ~13.4 839@9 834@·1 . 

Services 63.9 81 .. 4 ,103 .. 2 97,,6 61 .. 7' 73 .. 1 

Total 1372,.8 1 ~ 062'. 6 1 r030 .. 3 911 .. 0 '901 .. 6 907.2 

East Germany 
and East Berlin 

" ,. 

Goods 863.2 9,17 .. 4 988 .. ~ goo'" 6 882 .. 7 1,004.8' 

Services . 16.6' 18 1.,0 18 .. ~ 16~7 :- 16 .. 1 23 .. 9 

Tot,al 6379@8 935'@4 1 ,007 .. 3 917 .. 3 898 .. 8 1,028.7 

.' 

1 ,898'.6 1,838.9 
~ Total volume' 1,'672 @ 1 1 ,g15 .. ~ 1,714.0 1,722.6 

C?,f goods 
\ 

Total vo:1:-ume.' : 
o,f servic,es 80.5 99 .. 4, 122',,0 11 L1r .. 3 77 .. 8 '97 .. 0 

I 

2,03'7,,6 Grand T,btal 1 ~752,,6 1; 998 ~ ° 1,828 .. 3 1,800,,4 1,935 .. 9 

1) 1 a'ccountin'g unit, = 1 DM:"West ~ 
.' . 

2) Stonos and 'Garthe~ware, 'C'e'llulos~~ paper,' 'p'rinted' products, wood 
I , : ~.-~ ~'" 

product'S, glass, ceramic.s" rubber ,,·products,. leath~r,leat'her goods,' 
'. • > , -:-,. 

footwear,.' tobacco etc"". sm'all e:onsignments and commission proces sing ® 

,- Source1 Federal Ministry of EbonomiQs . 

r , ~, • 

, .. 
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